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The Chinese government made a strategic resolution in
1995

to accelerate scientific and technological progress

spur the country's economic and social development.
resolution has been reinforced ever since.
mission of Chinese universities

Its

to

This

impact on the

is broad and wide-ranging.

It raises major issues related to the balance between the
two primary functions of
aggravates

faculty:

research and teaching.

the tension already stimulated by conflicting

values regarding how faculty spend their time and which
activities

they engage in should be rewarded.

IV

It

The goal

of

this

understanding

of

the

study
extent

community really values
this

goal,

trend of
agenda

the

central

the

faculty,

conducted

in relation
and

of

general

teaching
the

relative

teaching as

records.

First,

deans,

and

a historical

policies,

statistic

Second,

survey was

a

the perceived relative
teaching.

analyzed and compared

study of

the

examine

research and undergraduate

survey results were
the national

to

Related to
the

unit heads,

documents,

institutional

of

to

two parts.

in Beijing University on

importance

identify

academic

in Beijing University.

study consists

and

Chinese

teaching.

to

academic

study reviewed government
reports,

the

research and undergraduate

administrators

The

to

research universities

the
in

The

results

of

the United

conducted by Syracuse University.

The historical
portrait

of

the

research method provided a general

research agenda

in Chinese higher

found that
to

are

in Chinese universities;
of

gain a better

research and

research agenda

perceived by

agenda

to

to which

the major purposes

importance

States

is

teaching

is

in

education

declining

to

relation

to

the

institutions.
a

teaching

The

study

subordinate position

research.
The

survey results

University

think

that

reveal

there

that

the

should be

between research and undergraduate

an

academics

at Beijing

appropriate balance

teaching,

but

in reality,

such an ideal balance does not exist
Instead,

in their university.

there is a clear tendency in the university culture

that emphasizes research over teaching.
In comparison with the Syracuse study results,

this

research-oriented trend in Beijing University has not
developed as

far as

the American research universities,

the study clearly indicated that
further in this direction.

VI

but

the university is moving
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Introduction

China is proud of

its

long history,

civilization to the present.
learning for over 25
For most of

that

institutions was

China has

centuries,

time,

encouraged higher

ever since Confucius'

time.

the major mission of higher learning

focused primarily on teaching until

over a decade ago,

just

when the Chinese government started its

reforms and open-door policy.

Only at

did research as a required function of
faculty start

from ancient

the end of

the 1970s

the university

to be taken seriously for faculty promotion

and merit pay criteria.

Thereby,

aroused by conflicting values of

tension was

inevitably

the reward system between

research and teaching.
The Central Committee of

the Communist Party of China

and the State Council of Chinese government
resolution in early May of
technological progress

1995

p.

1).

to accelerate scientific and

in order to spur the country's

economic and social development
1995,

jointly issued a

(People's Daily,

May 22,

How to implement this new strategic policy was

the principal mission of

the National

1

Science and Technology

(People's Daily,

Conference held later that month
1995,

p.

1).

The meeting called on the whole nation to

pitch into the effort.
university,

May 27,

Higher education,

was certainly the

and especially the

first to be affected and even

duty-bound to accelerate its pace in advancing scientific
research and making greater technological progress.
simply because of
to political

the total

ends,

subordination of

as pressures

This

is

the university

for commercialization and

direct service to the economy have been dominant during the
period since 1978.

Problem Statement

The strategic policy of

the Chinese government raises

major issues related to the appropriate balance between the
two primary functions of
it

is

faculty:

research and teaching;

and

likely to aggravate the tension already stimulated by

conflicting values regarding how faculty spend their time
and which activities

they engage in should be rewarded.

Purposes of the Study

Gaining a better understanding of

the extent to which

the Chinese academic community really values research and
teaching is
goal,

the ultimate goal of

the study has

this

four purposes:

2

study.

Related to this

1. to identify the general

trend of

the research agenda in

relation to the teaching agenda in Chinese universities,
particularly,

in Beijing University,

the

"Harvard"

of

China;
2. to examine

the relative importance of research and

undergraduate teaching as perceived by the faculty,
academic unit heads/chairs,
administrators

deans,

and central

in Beijing University;

3 . to determine whether these groups agree on the balance
that should exist;

and

4. to compare and contrast the perceptions of
to the results of

these groups

the national study of American research

universities on the balance between research and
undergraduate teaching conducted by Syracuse University,
Center for Instructional Development
Diamond,
Balance

A National

(Gray,

Study of Research

of Research and Undergraduate

To accomplish the goal and purposes,

Froh and

Universities
Teaching,

on

the

1992).

a survey was

conducted to collect data from the campus community of
Beijing University on the perceived relative importance of
research and undergraduate teaching.

A detailed research

method is demonstrated in Chapter 3.

The perceptions of the

academics of Beijing University were analyzed and compared
to the results of
universities

the national

study of research

in the United States on the balance between

3

research and undergraduate teaching conducted by Syracuse
University,

Center

for Instructional Development.

The Syracuse national

study was embedded in the broader

context of American higher education.

Since the mid 1980s,

American higher education has experienced a decade of
unprecedented public examination and criticism.
no end yet

in sight.

Colleges and universities are facing

fundamental and difficult challenges
The word

"change"

education arena.
campuses.

There seems

echoes

they never expected.

in every corner of

the higher

Concerns come from both inside and outside

Major reports

from national

educational

organizations have called for greater emphasis on teaching,
and clearer statements of
faculty,

particularly those

face continued commitment
published productivity.
present context,

that

research activities
tenure,

institutional missions,

while

in research universities,

still

to scholarly research and
It

is understandable,

in the

they spend considerable time on

to ensure re-appointment,

and annual merit pay raise.

business community claims

promotion,

In the meantime,

the

that many college graduates cannot

write effectively or speak convincingly and are ill-prepared
for positions

that requires computer,

interpersonal,
directly:

and problem-solving skills.

America is

global economy,

computational,
They speak up

losing its competitive edge in the

and improvement

4

in the education of

the

workforce will be absolutely crucial

to any attempt to

regain it.

It

is not an easy time

for universities

to

for higher education.

find a way to reconcile the

It

is

time

two major

academic missions — teaching and research — that have
contributed enormously to the society and its
To have a clearer understanding of
Syracuse University's Center
conducted a national

economy.

this complex issue,

for Instructional Development

study of

the perceived relative

importance of research and undergraduate teaching at
colleges and universities
subjects

included faculty,

responsible
deans,

to complete,

from 1990

this

study,

were reported in 1992,

responses
Froh,

(that

is,

The study
those

for academic department or programs),

first phase of

1991,

unit heads

and other academic administrators.

six years
the

in the United States.

to

Diamond,

1992) .

The study took

1996.

The results of

which took place

from 1990

based on over 23,000

from 49 research and doctoral

187

to

survey

institutions

The second phase of

extended the survey to an additional

academic

(Gray,

the study which

institutions

in all

Carnegie classification categories was conducted from Fall
of

1992

to Spring of

February,

1996

(Gray,

1994,

and the results were published in

Diamond,

The present study uses

Adam,

1996).

the research model developed by

Syracuse University to conduct a survey among the

5

faculty,

academic unit heads,

deans,

and academic administrators at

Beijing University of China.
Syracuse questionnaires

The researcher translated the

into Chinese.

To be able to compare

Beijing University study with the American national
the survey forms basically remain the same,
modifications and additions made to suit
Beijing University.
detail

with only slight

the campus of

The specific changes are explained in

in Chapter 3.

The Syracuse questionnaires
built

study,

initially on the 1989

Affecting Priorities
Teaching.

at

The goal of

for the national

Sears

Project,

a Research

the Sears

study

entitled

Institution:

Project was

Focus

on

to enhance the

perceived importance of undergraduate teaching at Syracuse
University.
to

faculty,

A set of

surveys was developed and administered

department chairs,

and deans.

focused on current perceptions of

Those surveys

the relative importance of

research and undergraduate teaching at Syracuse University,
the direction respondents perceived the institution was
going,

and the direction that

they perceived Syracuse should

go.
The survey results

showed that respondents perceived

research as being valued more highly than undergraduate
teaching at Syracuse University and that the administration
was perceived as assigning greater importance to research
than to undergraduate teaching.

6

On average,

all

three

groups

indicated,

however,

that equal

importance or a

balance of research and undergraduate teaching was desired
(Gray,

Diamond and Adam,

The initial
basis

1996,

p.

4) .

Syracuse University data were used as

for discussions of

the importance of undergraduate

teaching among academic administrators,
heads,

and faculty.

the

deans,

Campus-wide changes

academic unit

in promotion,

tenure and merit pay criteria and processes resulted from
these discussions

(Gray,

Froh and Diamond,

In addition to the survey,

1992,

pp.2-3).

the present study applied a

historical research method to review the government
documents,
records.

policies,

statistic reports,

The purpose was

and institutional

to clarify the general

trend of the

research agenda in relation to the teaching agenda in
Chinese universities and,

particularly,

to identify the

position of Beijing University.

Significance of the Study

The data review and analysis of

this

study demonstrates

a general picture of Chinese higher education today in terms
of research and teaching missions with a particular focus on
-

Beijing University.
with specific
on its campus,

%

The study provides Beijing University

information about the perceptions
as well as

that exist

the similarities and differences

7

in comparison with a

composite national

research and doctoral
The
data

resulted

scientific basis
importance
efforts

of

from

for

reward system

this

for

and the

study also provides

to

teaching,

achieve

about

a

the

relative

and may be useful

an appropriate balance

the various

scholarly activities

faculty engage,

in Beijing University as well

higher

institutions

learning

American

extensive qualitative

further discussions

research and

attempting

of

universities.

quantitative profile

that

picture

throughout

as

in

to
the

in which

other

China.

9

In addition,
illustrate

some

the

of

analyses

the

fundamental

by university academics.
solutions by clarifying
University as well
it

seeks

to meet

development

as

It

also

the

issues

higher

the

twenty-first

the

study

tensions

felt

some possible

facing Beijing

education
of

and

illuminates

the problems

the demands

towards

and discussion of

in all

fast

of

economic

China as
and social

century.

Limitations of the Study

This
to

the

study

focuses

the

research agenda

in relation

teaching agenda as perceived by university

and administrators.
such as

on

service,

Other

ethics

and

will be mentioned,

but

discussion of

study.'

this

functions

of

university academics,

institutional

they are beyond

8

faculty

the

administration,
scope

of

Definition of terms

There are many definitions
that have been developed.
concise

definition

to discover

is

teaching,

to

them.

definition of

The

saying
teach

the book,

teach

of

By research,

knowledge

knowledge

jiaoshu jiaoren,

research and

the purpose

offered.

and advance
transmit

For

of

teaching

this
the

in particular

to

students

study,

a

study means
fields;

by

and educate

also matches

which can be

teaching

the Chinese

literally translated as

the person.
0

A study with

such a comparative purpose

a historical perspective
as well

as

American higher

understanding
the

issue

of

of

the

first

teaching and research
educational

current

histories;

requires
in Chinese
then an

situation and concerns

in both countries.

9
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The Mission of American Higher Education:
A Historical Review
American higher
Europe,

mostly

education

education

in America

can

while

trace

learning,

German

scholarship and science.

graduate

be dated

from the

founding

of

America,

Harvard,

in

while

1636;

take place until

Under

the

changed

different

its

influences,

to

another.

different paradigms
education,
paradigm,

namely,

These
in

the

Undergraduate

first

can

in colonial

influence

did

the nineteenth century.

American higher

shifts

English

influence

college

the German
of

to

are grounded in

The English

the

the middle

from western

origin back

studies

its mission accordingly,

paradigm

derived

from England and Germany.

higher

not

is

and shifted
are

education

from one

characterized by three

the history of American higher
religious paradigm,

professional

and research paradigm.

Religious Paradigm

The

influence

colleges

of

external

frame

of

English higher

colonial America went
and

shape

-

it

a

education on
lot deeper

affected the

10

the

than

the

curriculum.

To

produce

a

learned clergy,

lettered ruling class,
on

liberal

arts

cultivated gentlemen,

higher

learning

curriculum grounded in

emphasis was

on

scholarship,

study and research,

Just

like

primary
the

the

students,

English,

functions

religious

in

their

they

invariably a matter

part,

everyone

student

of

To

their

and

Christians
Simsek,

to

train

shared

tight

life

one

of

the

train young men

them,

for

p.7).

Greek,

certainly

Lewis put

in his

followed by

For

everyone

the most

learned

disciplining young men

to become

to become ministers.
to

Bible

studies,

turned
all

their

which were

teaching

believed

intensive

students

that mattered

study,

into good

(Heydinger and

in early American

the principal mission.

Scaling the Ivory Tower

11

Ancient

College presidents

frequent prayers,

Thus,

colleges was

no

education was

character

of

- which was

it

as

in Germany.

goal was

the mind.

supervision

1992,

to

fundamental

and particularly,

the

it

case

than on

were not primarily interested in

Greek and Hebrew were helpful

that

the

rather

curriculum offered students

everything,

They were

mainly used

took

learning Latin,

colleges

learning:

leaders,

The

classics.

and moral philosophy.

taught

The

formation.

the

and order

colleges

learned.

Mathematics,

everything.

based

calling.

in what

Hebrew,

in England was

as was

Americans

The American college
choice

teaching

and a

As

(1975,

Lionel
p.3) :

S.

English curriculum based on medieval studies with its
tradition of scholasticism had hardly changed in its
journey across the Atlantic.

Christianity and the

humanity were blended into a program devised to instill
mental discipline and build character.

The colleges

worked to preserve and transmit existing truths rather
than to advance knowledge.

The emphasis was quite clearly

on teaching.

Professional Paradigm

In 1859,
the Species"
world.

Charles Darwin's publication of the "Origin of
fundamentally shook the faith of the western

Under its influence,

the importance of new

approaches to scholarship was strongly reinforced.

More and

more American young men interested in serious scholarship
went to Germany to pursue advanced studies. A very
significant notion they had learned there was really
something alien to them before:

What was important to

higher learning was scholarship,

not monitoring students.

Undoubtedly,

when these scholars returned home,

they

passionately determined to change the course of American
higher education in the direction of German style of higher
learning,

turning the American colleges into scientific and

productive research organizations
the first time,

(Lewis,

1975,

p.4).

For

the idea of research found its way into

American higher learning,

which was

still dominated by the

British tradition.

It should be particularly noted that American higher
education took a significant step forward in the last

forty

years of nineteenth century.

and

1890,

The Morrill Acts of

later called the Federal Land Grant Acts,

enhanced the practical

side of American higher

Under these historic pieces of
promised federal grants of
institutions

sponsored agricultural
learning to the

far from being the

funds

government-owned land;
grant

institutions

address

1887

added energy to the

to create universitythat brought

first provision of

the

legislation

support

for higher

through grants of

they provided support

to

the

land-

to apply research-based knowledge to

the societal and economic problems.

gained was

states were

The significance of

education by federal government

learning.

they established

experiment stations

farmer.

remarkably

in agriculture and the

The Hatch Act of

effort by providing federal

was

land if

to train students

mechanical arts.

legislation,

1862

The knowledge

intended to be used beyond campus boundaries;

university expertise was
development of

to assist directly in the

the society.

focus began to shift
building of a nation.
into a new paradigm:

American higher education's

from the shaping of young lives

to the

The academic profession transformed
not simply teaching,
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but responding to

societal problems

through service and applied research as

well.

Research Paradigm

In 1941,
brought

the Japanese sneak attack on Pearl Harbor

the United States

into World War II.

American

involvement created an urgent need for highly-trained
scientific

talent and knowledge production.

responded quickly,
Before

the War,

fairly small.

Academics

and they produced spectacular results.

federal

investment

The needs of

in academic

science was

the War caused federal

for campus-based research to skyrocket.

spending

The boom in

federally-sponsored research continued through the 1950s and
early 1960s.

After the truce,

these wartime arrangements

were modified and institutionalized to ensure the
continuation of

scientific research required for defense and

for an expanded series
Graduate Education,
acknowledged

of civilian needs

1974.

p.15).

(National Board on

By 1955,

research was an

"preoccupation of higher education."

It was on

its way to a Golden Age.

Research in American higher education gained momentum
even from the Cold War.
the earth on October 4,
consternation,

Russia's
1957

launch of

Sputnik to orbit

shocked the whole nation into

sometimes close to panic.

apparently over the scientific
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The dismay was

lag in its universities and

colleges.

Perhaps

the major single effect of

it on higher

education was acceleration of research and the provision of
increased funding for this purpose by the
government;

federal

state and private resources also

increased

assistance.

In 1958,

out of concern for the nation's

development and strategic
Defense Education Act.
mathematics,

sciences,

strength emerged the National

It sought to strengthen the study of
and foreign languages;

and encourage able students;
experimentation;
of media;
1963,

to

identify

to improve research and

to bring about more effective utilization

and to develop science information services.

Congress adopted the Higher Education

to assist

intellectual

institutions

classrooms,
legislative

to construct,

brought about a dynamic

Facilities Act

rehabilitate or improve

laboratories and libraries.
efforts of

All

social and financial
impetus

In

these and other
supports

to academic research at the

institutions of higher education and provided legitimate
justification for relevant

scientific activities

in their

libraries and laboratories.

Thus,

over the past

forty years,

the

importance of

research was repeatedly reinforced in one way or another.
Federal

support of scientific research continued to be one

initiative,

first to win the hot war and then the cold war.

Another incentive for the. fast growth of research came from
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labor force requirements,
new electronics

particularly,

symbolized by the computer while the society

has been stepping into the
incentives,

centered around the

information age.

In all

these

academic research in higher education played an

active role and did an excellent job in return.

It was
decades,
prestige,

the wide avenue of research that,

in the past

led faculty and institutions where they worked to
academic

(promotion,
facilities).

status,

tenureship,

and substantial benefits

additional

After all,

equipment and new

American higher education with its

primary paradigm of research enjoyed its Golden Age until
only a few years

ago when the research dominance in higher

learning induced more and more clouds of concerns both
internally and externally.

Current Concerns

American higher education is
most

intense period of

facing,

challenge to
has

claimants on them.

since the

founding

The current situation offers quite a

American academia.

fewer resources

the

interactive relations with its

society in the three and a half centuries
of Harvard in 1636.

potentially,

On the one hand,

to spread around,

while

society

it has more

Taxpayers have revolted — No More Taxes,

while competition for public resources has
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increased —

education confronts head on with health care,
care

for the aged,

and care

intensified warfare,
war for funding.

for prisoners.

On the other hand,

and get the most

resources,

namely,

circumstances,

it

is

to reduce costs,

to do more with less.

Under these

that higher education,

concentrate on support of

the economy,

as never
engaged as

in intensified international economic competition.
identified the five major

purposes of higher education as
the individual

educational
society.

student,

justice,

pure

learning,

and the evaluation of

Number one priority is now clearly being given

second place;

(criticism)

of

1994,

with educational

with lesser places

developmental growth,

Society,

the developmental growth

advancing human capacity,

to advancing human capacity,

As

maintain

as Clark Kerr put it,

The Carnegie Commission once

of

American society

they can from their available

American society demands
before,

In this

higher education has been losing its

demands colleges and universities
quality,

child care,

(if any at all)

pure learning,

society

justice in
to

and evaluation

(Higher Education In American

p.12).

scholarly research continues

priority in American Universities,

to be the number one

quite a few concerns have

been brought about around the research paradigm and the
quality of higher education has been frequently questioned
in the past decade.

Proceeding from the current research paradigm are
several

serious problems.-

First,
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there is a growing

perception that the quality of teaching has declined.
Whether the decline is real or only perceived is open to
question;

the feeling exists that it has slipped.

Second,

the "publish or perish" syndrome emanating from the research
model has resulted in a growing proportion of low quality
and "often inconsequential material,

rather than the

protracted pursuit necessary for a major intellectual
contribution"

(Mayhew,

almost all disciplines.

Fort and Hubbard,
Third,

1990,

p.131)

in

the primacy of the

disciplinary affiliation has seriously weakened the
faculty's attachment to their institutions.
about because of

This has come

the importance of peer judgments in the

awarding of research contracts and the dominance of research
measures to determine institutional advancement.

Fourth,

across-the-board application of research model norms has
been ill-suited to many institutions of higher education.
Their faculty do not have the background nor does the
institution have the infrastructure to support sophisticated
scholarly work.

Furthermore,

the needs of a poorly-prepared

student body necessitate attention to teaching.
result,

As a

institutional effectiveness and efficiency have been

jeopardized.

Fifth,

the broad emphasis on research

productivity has created an unsatisfying climate for many
professors who are good teachers,
in research.

Thus,

but who have less interest

the reward and compensation structure
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dominated by research model has penalized a significant
number of faculty that many stakeholders of higher education
would judge as productive

(Heydinger and Simsek,

1992,

pp.13-14).
In 1984,

a couple of national reports on the current

situation of higher education were written by committee
members of education organizations.

The reports presented

official notice that all was not well in The Ivory Tower.
For instance,

one of the reports was sponsored by the

National Institute for Education
Involvement in Learning:
Higher Education.

(NIE).

It was titled

Realizing the Potential

Actually,

of American

it responded to a 1983 study of

primary and secondary education,

A Nation at Risk:

Imperative for Educational Reform,

The

a widely read report by

National Commission on Excellence in Education.

The NIE

report examined the overall conditions of higher education
in the United States.

This report presented the decline of

undergraduate teaching in America and put forward many
warnings.

Students should be involved in their education,

but they are not.

Professors are supposed to interact

frequently with students,

but they do not.

And higher

education is expected or obliged to transfer knowledge about
society and its economy to students,
both breadth and depth,
extravagance,

teach a curriculum with

and offer excellence without

but it fails to do so.
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These reports sponsored by formal education
organizations translated into official opinions about the
direction higher education should take.

Besides,

they were

even coupled with other more popular critiques of higher
learning emerging in the late 1980s.

Among them was Allan

Bloom's The Closing of American Mind: How Higher Education
Has Failed Democracy and Impoverished the Souls of Today's
Students.

Bloom blames professors for using their subject matter
to compete with their colleagues,

thereby denying students

valuable opportunities to learn about the mysteries of the
universe or about their own self-motivation.
Charles Sykes,

in his The Hollow Man:

Corruption in Higher Education

the most scathing commentary:
university learning.

(1990),

Politics Are

presents,

perhaps,

the faculty has destroyed

Faculty members are overpaid,

underworked,

unapproachable,

uncommunicative,

and

unavailable;

they leave students in the care of slave-like

teaching assistants while they pursue their own interests
and justify this flight from the classroom with mundane
research

(1990,

pp.15,

36,

46,

313).

The debate over faculty research and publication
continues today between defenders and attackers.

The anti¬

research argument carried the issue even further in
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a

journal essay written in 1995 by Gordon Fellman,
from Brandeis University.

an academic

Fellman contends that the

publishing imperative destroys the faculty profession as
well as degrades student education.
the Fetishism of Publications

and

In the essay titled "On

the

Secrets

Thereof, "

Fellman asserts:
The publishing imperative disparages the other major
piece of professors' work,

teaching;

and it discourages

critical inquiry into conditions of liberation of the
self and of society.

Further,

normative concentration

on publishing encourages us to ignore or reject,
academic work,
empathizing,

in

the expression of the self's

nurturing,

caring,

qualities and to

sacrifice the self's delight in real connection with
others

(Fellman,

In 1993,

1995,

p.26).

another research report,

Center on Postsecondary Teaching,
was written by James S.

sponsored by National

Learning and Assessment,

Fairweather.

The report examines

the effects of teaching and research upon faculty
compensation.

A very unexpected finding revealed from this

study is that one of the two major missions of higher
learning,

teaching,

Overall,

has been so disparaged.

however,

the domination of research and

scholarship is evident.

In most cases,

productivity is neutral;

it's simply not rewarded.

exception,

and an important one,
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teaching
The

is that hours spent on

teaching

for faculty in liberal arts colleges

negatively related to basic

Taken collectively,

is

salary.

these reports and criticisms offer

a picture of American higher education as a closed and
research-dominated system,

indifferent

to and even working

at cross-purpose with the society that supports

it.

They

imply that the public pay taxes and students pay tuition in
order to get
contrary,
of

the excellence of education;

what

they get

but to the

for their money is an endless

largely unread and meaningless research,

stream

together with a

flowing of books and journals necessary to publish them,

at

the expense of attention on effective teaching.

This picture might be as well viewed as an unduly
negative one of American higher education.
emphasizes

the troublesome portion of

and clearly ignores

It chiefly

the research paradigm

the quality portion of

effort of colleges and universities.

the research

But what does

the

positive picture look like?

Two reports call

for a more considered balance and are

broadly recognized as positive.
the name of Ernest L.

Boyer,

They were published under

President of

the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
College:

The

Undergraduate Experience

empirical approach.

in America

After questioning 5,000
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In 1987,
took an

faculty members

J

and 4,500 undergraduate students across
documented widespread deficiencies,
from high school
college,

to college,

the country,

Boyer

such as poor transition

inadequate orientation to

and lack of purpose in the curriculum.

Boyer sees

research needs are critical but so is rewarded commitment to
teaching and service.

In his

follow-up publication.

Priorities for the Professoriate
"the

full range of

assessed.

It

Scholarship Reconsidered:

(1990),

faculty talent must be more creatively

is unacceptable,

research and publication as

we believe,

the

Further,

obligations are

it's administratively unwise to ignore

fact that a significant number of

dissatisfied with the current system.
it

is

to go on using

the primary criterion for tenure

and promotion when other educational
required.

Boyer argued that

faculty are
Even more

inappropriate to use evaluation procedures

restrict
neglect

faculty,
the needs

Boyer calls

distort
of

encompassing four activities

(2)

integration,

(pp.

and

34-35).

for a new definition of

discovery,

that

institutional priorities,

the students"(pp.

(1)

important,

scholarship as

16-18):

or traditional research;

or making connections across

disciplines;

(3)

application,

or defining and solving problems;
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and

(4)

teaching,

or educating and attracting future

scholars.

Boyer's definition celebrates

the distinctiveness of

faculty talent and supports rewards not only for talented
researchers but also

for those gifted at

integrating,

applying and transmitting knowledge.

Boyer's position seems
However,

to be shared by many academics.

Boyer's observation on the

fundamental problem

facing higher education today shows
the negative criticism -ignored.

little difference

research predominates;

"In the push for external recognition,

teaching loads are reduced,"
universities,

explains Boyer.

from

teaching is
faculty

"At big

freshmen and sophomores often are assigned to

large sections,

meeting with

'TAs'

(teaching assistants).

Undergraduates are especially frustrated when they find
themselves
put

trapped in a system where their own interests are

in second place.

This adds up to perception that many

institutions are more concerned about status
their students"

In 1992,

(Boyer,

Gray,

1990,

than about

p.56).

Froh and Diamond conducted a study at

Syracuse University on the perceptions of

the balance

between teaching and research of

department chairs,

deans,

faculty,

and central administration at research universities.

Based on returned surveys of more than 23,000
public and 14 private universities,
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faculty at 33

the authors

summarized:

"there

is a clear message in the national results of

study:

the people

this

in the university community tend to favor

a balance between research and undergraduate teaching.
contrast,

respondents report

that

the

university places

greater emphasis on research than on teaching"
the conclusion of

their study,

the best kept secrets
faculty,

unit heads,

(p.

5).

In

the authors revealed one of

in higher education that
deans,

In

"many

and academic administrators at

research universities believe

that an appropriate balance

between research and undergraduate teaching does not exist
at their institutions,

but that

such a balance should exist"

(p.15)

In the

long journey since research found its way into

American higher education,
into modern universities,

colonial colleges have changed
and their mission has expanded to

embrace research as well as
unchanged:
professors.

most

teaching.

One thing remains

faculty members are still recruited as

What has changed is

that

in order to be

recognized and rewarded for their work,
be researchers,

faculty often must

based on a very traditional and narrow

definition calling for research and publication.
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;
The mission of Chinese Higher Education:
A Historical Perspective

Ancient Chinese Higher Learning

Compared with American higher education,
learning has had a much longer history of
be

traced back to the

its own.

It can

time of Confucius over 2,500 years

ago.

Confucius was born in 551 BC.

About

522

BC.

Chinese higher

and died in 479 BC.

he established a private school

in the Kingdom

of Lu which was already a highly celebrated institution.
According to the

legend handed down,

the school

by Confucius had enrolled three thousand students
opened.

Among those,

for their names

founded

since it

over seventy were well-known enough

to go down in history,

for most of

them were

very active in serving the various

feudal kingdoms of

eastern and central China

1979,

Confucius'

death,

his

Confucian school.

(Ci Hai,

p.

1119).

followers came to be known as

Ironically,

however,

contended,

lifetime.

As

the

Confucius himself

was really interested in pursuing a political
throughout his

After

life

Professor Zhu Weizheng

"while Confucius made his name as an educator,

what he really pursued through his
success"(Zhu,

1992,

p.5).
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life was political

Unlike the German higher education in the early
nineteenth century that encouraged Lehrfreiheit and
Lernfreiheit,
of

learning

the concept of

(Clark,

higher learning,
ideas

1995,

freedom of

p.21),

teaching and freedom

the Chinese traditional

under the strong influence of

for over two thousand years,

Confucius'

were never to stray away

from the guiding principle to teach the young men to be
loyal

to the government

in power.

Just

like the American

higher education in its early centuries which focused on
training young men for religious calling,

Chinese higher

learning from its beginning was established to train the
talent
of

to meet the satisfaction of

the rulers.

The purpose

the education was always viewed in terms of

utilitarianism,

i.e.,

its usefulness

to those in power at

the time.
If
were,

the scholars refused to

more often than not,

follow the rulers,

punished severely.

under the brief rule of Qin Shi Huang
time in Chinese history,

(who,

all

views

the court were burned,

(Ci Hai,

for the

first

the books representing different

sixty scholars were accused of
buried alive

For instance,

unified the most advanced parts of

China in 221 BC.),
from that of

they

1979,

to the Confucian school;

over four hundred

slandering the court and were

p.1561).

Most of

them belonging

a lot of others had to go into

hiding.
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)

After suffering this
remainder of
close to

severe political blow,

the Confucian school began to learn to draw

the newly established Han Dynasty.

their effort

the

in winning the

favor of

resulted in a significant reward.

Before

long,

the reigning emperor

In 135 BC,

Emperor Wu of

the Han Dynasty expelled all non-Confucian advisors and
scholars out of

the court,

Confucian school

then he authorized those of

to educate and select

the candidates of

scholar-officials based on the system of
classics".

The event

hundred of
eminence"

is historically known as

1979,

p.599,

refer to the Book of Odes,
Book of Change,

five books,

The

Book of History,

traditionally believed,

"doctors of

five

"banning a

"five books"
Book of Rites,

textbooks.

All

these

were compiled by

Emperor Wu established the

five classics"

to choose his court

from the scholars who had gained the mastery of one

or more of
textbooks

p.1229).

and Spring and Autumn Annals.

Confucius himself as

advisors

"doctors of

schools and raising only Confucianism to
(Ci Hai,

system of

the

the
of

five classics.

Accordingly,

teaching the

five classics became the principal mission of

ancient Chinese higher learning.
From then on,

China experienced over sixty dynasties

during some two thousand years until

the revolution that

overthrew the last emperor early this century,
officially sanctioned education,
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yet the

particularly higher

r

education,

of

each dynasty was mainly controlled by

Confucian school officials.

Later,

the imperial examination

system was established and implemented by each dynasty.
Officially,

that was what Confucius called the way of

"proving one's
official".
of

The success was always measured by "the mastery

the classics

"classical

scholarly superiority and becoming an

for utilitarian purposes".

techniques",

needed by the court
rule.

it really means

in reign of

Particularly,

Referring to the

the power techniques

the time to maintain its

over the later dynasties,

classics

became the dominant category for examination purposes,
though other categories

like history,

philosophy and

literature were also included in higher learning curriculum.
Applied sciences and practical
to agriculture,
as crafts

fields of knowledge relating

medicine and engineering were regarded more

than as

scholarship of

four ancient Chinese
printing technique,

inventions,
gunpowder,

considered the results of

sciences.
namely,

The

more often than

overseen by the scholar-officials who had the all

important credentials
the

were never

scientific research.

scientific advancement of knowledge was,
not,

paper-making,

and compass,

serious

Even the famous

in classical knowledge conferred by

imperial examination system.
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As higher learning in ancient China was driven by such
a highly controlled educational
only mission of
universities

the

institutions.

the

19th century,

never enjoyed such luxuries.

Unlike

the German

the Chinese higher learning

The

they were expected to deliver,
learn what

teaching became the

that encouraged freedom of teaching and freedom

of learning in

to

system,

teachers had to teach what

and the students were forced

the school offered to them,

no matter whether

they liked it or not.

Modern Chinese Higher Education

Although Chinese higher learning experienced a long
history,

higher education in the modern sense appeared

quite late in China.

It was not until

the

the traditional knowledge system was

19th century that

severely challenged.
and home.

the second half of

The challenges came

On the one hand,

the

from both abroad

introduction of Western

higher education into China started immediately after the
Opium War at

the mid 19th century.

This resulted in the

influx of Western Christian missionaries who,
set up their network of
throughout China.

schools,

colleges and universities

American missions

especially sought to

set up colleges as a means of gaining access
classes'

over decades,

to the

of Chinese society and out of a belief

Westernized elite would have an influence
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'higher

that a

in national

r

affairs out of all proportion to the numbers
Usually the typical

involved.

syllabus of an American college was

modified to meet Chinese needs by introducing Chinese
literature,

but the main aim of

these institutions was

to

train Christian leaders by providing a humanistic curriculum
in a strongly Christian environment.
On the other hand,
Dynasty government

the evident weakness

in the

of

the Qing

face of Western military and

industrial power sparked off a debate within the Chinese
elite as

to how it might best respond to the Western

invasion.

This

inevitably posed major issues of adaptation

and adoption of Western culture in educational
debate

focused on what became known as

(substance-use)

dichotomy.

should be the substance,
technical

indeed,

ti-yong

while the Western learning of

skills was only for

and complement,

The

The traditional Chinese learning

use

debate over the extent to which
with,

the

terms.

(Gao,

1985,

p.

3);

but the

ti and yong could coexist

each other was a prolonged one and,

in some respects

it still continues.

As a result,

the Chinese elite took a very practical view of what the
West had to offer,
acquisition of
attempts
some

concentrating for the most part on the

linguistic and scientific

skills.

Official

to moderate the tension were made by introducing

"modern"

subjects

into the institutions and even adding

questions on mathematics and other practical areas
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to the

r

imperial examinations
research still

(Hayhoe,

1992,

p.

50).

Yet,

remained undeveloped in China,

scientific

while

it had

highly advanced in the West already.
The

first

legislation for a

was passed in 1902

and 1903,

'modern'

educational

system

with the Japanese pattern

providing the main inspiration for implementing a modern
curriculum while ensuring the preservation of
'essence',
(Shu,

1979,

imperial

that
Vol.

is,
2,

the Chinese

Confucian social and familial values
pp.533

-

631).

With the abolition of

examination system in 1905,

there was

the

finally the

possibility of a new set of knowledge categories being taken
seriously within a modern set of higher educational
structure.
With the revolution of
emperor of Qing Dynasty,

1911 which overthrew the

the Imperial University,

last

which was

officially founded in 1898 by the Qing imperial government,
was renamed Peking University
1912.
of

(now Beijing University)

in

New legislation passed this year under the influence

the German-educated scholar Cai Yuanpei

laid the

foundation for a republican system of education with
specific curricular guidelines
education a change of great

for each level.

In higher

importance was made with the

legislation defining a university in relation to the core
areas of arts and sciences.

To be called a university,

institution had to have one of
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the three following

the

combinations:
commerce;

arts and sciences;

arts combined with law or

and sciences combined with engineering,

agriculture or medicine.

It

is also clearly stipulated that

graduate schools would be founded within the universities
for graduate students

to do research.

Those graduates who

advanced new knowledge or had quality publications would be
granted appropriate degrees
Unfortunately,

(Shu,

the substance of

1979,

this

Vol.

2,

pp.640-641).

legislation was not

realized before Cai Yuanpei's reforms at Beijing University
in 1917,

when he took the position of

president.

Ever since then,

very important role

the university

Beijing University has played a

in the Chinese modern history.

With the May 4th Movement of
students of Beijing University,

1919,

led chiefly by

Chinese universities emerged

as very important centers of progressive thought.
Hayhoe argued "that
curricular areas
Beida

it was Cai' s broad definition of

suited to a university and his reforms at

[Beijing University]

this possible.
crucial

to

its

Ruth

between 1917

and 1919,

that made

The broad knowledge mandate of Beida was
leadership role.

effective repudiation of

It made possible both an

the stifling domination of so-

called classical knowledge and also resistance to artificial
imposition of

foreign knowledge categories more conducive to

political control
(Hayhoe,

1992,

than cultural and economic development"

p.54)
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Throughout the 1920s and 1930s,
from abroad was

that of American progressivism.

higher education,
turning point,

the dominant

influence
In Chinese

the May 4th Movement was a significant

since it resulted in a powerful repudiation

of both persisting Confucian values and Japanese aggression,
and since

the even greater openness

it brought coincided

with a strong American influence mediated by such visiting
scholars as John Dewey,

George Twist,

Chinese students returning

and a generation of

from study at Columbia University

and other American universities.
A new education system was

legislated in 1922

That provided for

6 years of primary education,

lower secondary,

3

education,

limit of years of graduate study

1985,

and no

of upper secondary,

and 1924.

3 years of

4-6 of undergraduate
(Gao,

pp.28-29).
These patterns were kept before 1949

unchanged up to today except
The subsequent years of

and remain

the years of graduate studies.

the 30s and 40s

saw melting of

Western influence within a genuinely Chinese system of
modern education.

With the greater openness

education brought by the May 4th Movement of
more

Mr.

S

(science)

and Mr.

D

into the Chinese universities,
remained unimportant

(democracy)

in higher
1919,

found their ways

but scientific research still

in Chinese higher learning.

was not even taken as a major mission of
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more and

Research

the university.

After

the

1949

Chinese higher
big

revolution,

education.

adjustment.

dramatic
of

the

Later

reform.

It

specialized

institution model,

higher

took place

education made

in
a

institutions were

higher

turned out
education

including

changes

and departments were

that year,

Soviet higher

modification,

1952,

Institutions

reorganized and more
established.

In

great

Soviet

curriculum,

education underwent

to be

a

a complete duplication

system without
educational

any

theory,

and teaching materials

and

textbooks.
Research was

literally separated

Chinese universities

almost purely training

with research delegated
little

training.

This

to

research centers

today,

required

university

credit pay raise
related
since

to

the

the
start

particular,
dramatic
IV,

since

the

after

the

research has
faculty

late

1970s.

after

institutions,
that

offered

the
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Changes

and

in

1949

issues

and,

in

embarked on another

further discussed

following

methodology.

a

for promotion and

Republic

1978 when China
be

become

in Chinese universities

People's

reform agenda will

V and VI

but

research mission
of

leaving

separated system continues without

much change up until
function of

from teaching,

chapter about

in Chapters

research

CHAPTR III
METHODOLOGY

Design of the Study

Two

research methods

and purposes
method was
policies,
clarify
to

the

study.

general

teaching

trend.
of

reports,

trend of

agenda

to

First,

review the

statistical

the

picture

this

applied to

particular,
the

of

were used

a historical

government

and

the

data

records

research agenda

with a particular

to

in relation

and,

in

Beijing University in

review and analysis provides
education

goal

documents,

in Chinese universities

Chinese higher

teaching missions

the

research

institutional

identify the position of
This

accomplish

in

terms

focus

of

a general

research and

on Beijing

University.
Second,

a

survey was

perceived relative
teaching at
faculty,

importance

of

Beijing University.

academic

administrators.
survey

conducted to

unit heads,

The

instrument

collect

data

on

the

research and undergraduate
The

deans,

study subjects were
and central

study utilized a modified version of

originally developed at

University.
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Syracuse

the

Survey Forms

In adapting the
the core set of
modifications

items

Syracuse
is

to make them appropriate

These different groups

academic deans

However,

offices

(those at

in a very

level),

and other

the University level).

while slight modifications are made to suit
the core

The original

(See

in Appendices A and B).

the top of

faculty survey

the core

items of
the

first

These three questions ask for

judgments about the absolute value of

undergraduate teaching,
publication,

To

in both

three more items were added as

the questionnaire.

the respondents'

the survey forms

Syracuse version of the

shown on page 38.

survey form,

the

items remain the same on the survey

English and Chinese versions

part of

unit

for teaching and research),

the department

for comparative reasons.

this

faculty,

for academic programs or,

(those at

Chinese campus,

form is

for Beijing

included full-time

academic administrators

study,

the different groups responding.

(those responsible

popular Chinese term,

in this

customized through slight

University campus and to

heads

survey for use

graduate teaching,

respectively.

A scale of

and research and

five numbers

is

designed to

indicate the relative importance of each item.

By choosing

"5",

the respondents
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indicate the relevant

Sample faculty survey on
research and undergraduate teaching
Even if you do not teach undergraduates, please circle the number on each scale below that best represents your
perception of the relative importance of research versus undergraduate teaching. For example, a 4 would indicate
that one is of utmost importance to the exclusion of the others, and a 0 would indicate that they are of equal
importance. All responses to this survey will be confidential. Only group data will be reported.
A.

In relation to each other, how do you perceive the importance of research and undergraduate teaching to:
a. you personally
teaching
4
3

2

equal importance
1
0

b. the majority of other faculty in your department
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
c. your academic unit head (e.g., department chair)
equal importance
teaching
4
3
2
1
0
d. your dean
teaching
4

3

2

e. the office of academic affairs
teaching
4
3
2

equal importance
1
0

equal importance
1
0

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

research
4

3

research
4

3

research
4

1

2

3

research
4

1

2

3

research
4

Please circle the number on each scale below that best represents your perception of:
a. the direction that you think your university is going
equal importance
teaching
1
0
4
3
2
b. the direction that you think your university’ should go
equal importance
teaching
4
3
2
1
0

1

1

2

2

c. the direction that you think you should go based on your interests
equal importance
teaching
2
1
1
0
4
3
2
C.

3

research
4

3

research
4

3

research
4

Please comment on the similarities and differences in the above ratings (Use back of form if
necessary).

D.

Demographics
a. department and school/college_
b. faculty rank_c. no. of years at institution_
d. gender(circle) M
e. % of time devoted to: (should add to 100%)
teaching and advising undergraduates_
research activities_

F

teaching and advising graduates_
service and administration_
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item is

very important,

item is not
A-2,

A-3,

important,

A-4

These

while choosing

"1",

in their perception

they mean the
(see Appendices

and A-5).

three

Syracuse survey,

items
but

somehow overlap the core items of

they are more specific and approach the

issue from different perspectives.

The data might provide

the evidence of consistency or inconsistency of
responses,

the

the

and increase the accountability and validity of

the study.
The second part of
core items of
respondents

to

the survey consists of

the original

survey.

the eight

These items ask

indicate the relative importance of research

and undergraduate teaching to them personally and to others
on their campus,

in their perception.

A teaching-research

continuum is associated with each item.

On this continuum,

a 0

an equal balance

indicates

equal

importance,

that

is,

between research and undergraduate teaching.
numbers on the right side of

The four

the continuum are provided so

that respondents could indicate that,

relatively speaking,

research is more important.

Similarly,

left side could be chosen to

indicate that teaching is more

important.

those numbers on the

By choosing numbers other than 0,

indicate relative importance.

For example,

number on the teaching side of

the continuum,
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respondents

by choosing a
respondents

are not

indicating that research is unimportant,

but

that

the balance is perceived as being tipped toward teaching.
The second set of
solicit respondents'

personally

the direction that their

the direction that

the directions

(faculty),

department or school

the same continuum to

perceptions of

institution is going,
where appropriate,

items uses

their unit
(deans)

it should go,

and,

that respondents
(unit heads),

should go,

or their

given present

strengths and interests.
Next on the survey form is an open-ended item that
asked respondents

to comment on their responses

sets of scaled items.
comment

on

ratings.)

Since the original request

the similarities

is a bit

to the three

and differences

in

(Please

the above

too broad and even somewhat ambiguous,

two more specific questions are added with a little
modification
find

that

(Please comment on your above ratings.

teaching and research

conflicting?

In

what

comments provides
the perceptions

of

insight

complementary or

Extensive qualitative data

ways?).

have been collected from this

are

Do you

item.

Information from these

into personal points of view and

the campus community that prompted

individual responses.
The last set of
for respondents.
academic unit,

items

includes demographic variables

These variables

gender,

include,

when appropriate,

and number of years at the
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institution,

faculty rank,

devoted to teaching,

and percentage of

research,

and other activities.

demographic profile of respondents
analysis

in regard to the

time faculty
The

is used for comparative

issues discussed in this

study.

Survey Administration

The survey was administered on the campus of Beijing
University with the assistance of a coordinator who was
dean of

the Physics Department.

He was responsible

consulting with the Provost's office as well as
university authorities.

A total of

1,029

the

for

the

copies of the

survey forms were made and distributed by the coordinator
after the

final version was approved.

the average number that was

The figure matches

slightly less

than 1,000

distributed on each American university by the Syracuse
survey.
The coordinator had a liaison in each department who
was responsible to distribute the survey forms
faculty members,

academic unit heads/chairs,

his/her department,

collect the forms

to the

and deans

in

from the respondents,

and return them to the coordinator.
To minimize the bias
respondents,
department

every other person was

faculty list,

of the total

in choosing the sample
selected from the

since the survey covers almost half

faculty number of
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the university,

which was

reported as over 2,100 at

the current home page of Beijing

University on World Wide Web.

For the administrators,

blanket survey was conducted to cover all

a

since they are

comparatively a small number.
Attached to the survey forms was a brief cover letter
for courtesy by the researcher to the
administrators of Beijing University.

faculty and
This courtesy letter

explained the purpose and significance of
extended gratitude

the survey and

for their support.

The data collection at Beijing University started in
early September 1996 when all
returned to the campus
two months

the

faculty and administrators

for the Fall

semester.

to complete the whole procedure.

collecting all

the returned forms,

It

took over

After

the coordinator sent them

back to the researcher by the end of November 1996

for

processing.
All personal responses

to this

survey are confidential.

Only group data are reported.

Data Analysis

The data collection at Beijing University was a great
success.
percent,

The survey's return rate reached forty-seven
amounting to 482 usable surveys,

above a third return rate was

although only

initially expected and was

considered acceptable to accomplish the study.
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All returned responses were calculated,
ranked,

by using the SPSS

Science)

(Statistical

software package,

approach for the national

identical

analyzed,

and

Package for Social

to the Syracuse

study in 1992.

The process and the

results were also confirmed by using the SAS

(Statistical

Analysis

is

for Science)

software package.

This

important

because SAS was utilized in the Syracuse national

study.

The open-ended responses were analyzed and discussed to
explain phenomena and provide

information that could not be

inferred from scaled responses.

Background Information: Site and Subjects
A brief

introduction about Beijing University is

provided for background information.

The

following account

is an adaptation from the current home page of Beijing
University on the World Wide Web.

History
Beijing University,
Metropolitan University)
December 1898.

the
of

former Jing Shi Da Xue Tang(the
the Qing Dynasty,

The Metropolitan University was

the most prestigious

In May 1912,

Peking University.

then not only

institution of higher learning but also

the highest administrative organization of
China.

opened in

education in

the Metropolitan University was renamed
By 1919,

the university developed into
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the country's

largest

institution of higher learning,

with

14 departments and an enrollment of more than 2,000
students.
In 1919,
Movement was
decided,

the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal May 4th
initiated from the university.

after the new China was

May be set as
of

the

(Arts,

that

the 4th of

the date on which to celebrate the anniversary

founding of

In 1946,

founded,

The university

the university.

Beijing University comprised six schools

Science,

Law,

Medicine,

and a research institute

Engineering and Agriculture),

for the humanities.

The total

student enrollment grew to 3,000.
After the

founding of

the government carried out,

the People's Republic of China,
in 1952,

a nationwide

readjustment of colleges and universities with the aim to
promote higher education and quicken the training of
personnel with specialized knowledge and skill by pooling
the country's manpower and material resources.
readjustment,

After the

Beijing University became a university

comprising departments of both liberal Arts and Sciences and
emphasizing the teaching and research of basic
1962,

sciences.

the total enrollment grew to 10,671 undergraduate

students and 280 graduate students.
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By

Departments/

Specialties and Research Organizations

Beijing University is now comprised of
29

departments,

with 85

specialties

6 colleges and

for undergraduates,3

specialties

for the second Bachelor's degree,

specialties

for Master's candidates and 97

Doctoral

candidates.

sciences,

While it still

146

specialties

stresses

for

the basic

the university has paid special attention to the

development of applied sciences.
It has now 45

research institutes and 52

research

centers,

and there are 2 national engineering research

centers,
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key national disciplines,

5 national key

laboratories have been completed already,
construction are
special

and still under

6 national key laboratories and 4

state

laboratories.

The university has made an effective combination of
research on important scientific

the

issues with the training of

personnel with high level specialized knowledge and
professional

skill as demanded by the country's

modernization.

socialist

It strives not only for the simultaneous

improvements

in teaching and research work,

promotion of

interaction and mutual promotion among various

subjects.

Thus,

but also for the

Beijing University has now become both a

center for teaching and research and a university of
type,

consisting of diverse branches
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of

the new

learning such as

pure and applied sciences,
humanities,
aim is

social

sciences and the

and sciences of management and education.

Its

to rank among the world's best universities at the

beginning of

the next century.

Enrollment

In the past,

Beijing University enrolled mainly

undergraduate students.
enrolled students
undergraduates,
degree,

2,780

At present,

amounts

80

to 21,402

candidates

candidates

including 8,686

for a second Bachelor's

for a correspondence courses or

study at the night school,
from 62

the total number of

and 747

international

students

countries and regions.

Faculty
Beijing University now has
whom have a doctoral degree,
associate professors.

and 1,600

teachers,

of whom are

380 of

full or

Among the teachers are not only a

number of senior professors
world fame,

over 2,100

of high academic

standing and

but also a host of creative young and middle-

aged experts who have been working at the forefront of
teaching and research.
At present,

Beijing University has

the Chinese Academy of

Sciences,

Chinese Academy of Engineering,
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2
3

29

academicians of

academicians of
academicians of

the
the Third

World Academy of
Committee of

Sciences,

34 members of

the State Council,

the Academic Degree

26 middle-aged academic

leaders with outstanding contribution and 338 doctoral
supervisors.

Teaching

In recent years,
preliminary reforms
teaching project

Beijing University has made

in its

As a result,

strengthened,

It has revised its

in an all-round way with the aim to

cultivate the students'
power.

teaching.

practical ability and creative

the teaching of basic courses

the content of courses

is

is enriched and

renewed,

and favorable conditions have been created,

students

to develop themselves

activities.
students
has put
students
fulfill

in extracurricular

In order to apply the principle of

in accordance with their aptitude,
into practice a credit system,

teaching the

the university

which allows

to select their own courses provided that
the requirements

encourages

the students

for the

for their majors.

This

to select courses out of

respective majors or departments.

the
they

system
their

According to the system,

students who have earned enough credits ahead of the
required time are allowed to graduate earlier.
Undergraduates

of good character and scholarship can be
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recommended in their graduating year to continue their study
for Master's degrees without

taking qualifying examinations.

Scientific Research

Significant progress has also been made in the field of
scientific research.

In the science departments,

emphasizing basic research,

special

while still

efforts have been made

to promote applied research and technology development,
especially the research and advance of modern and high
technology that

involves different

departments of Arts,

fields.

research projects of

In the
theoretical

problems and issues concerning current affairs have
increased remarkably to meet the needs of

the

four

modernizations.
During the period of
1995),

the departments of

research assignments

the Eighth Five-Year Plan

sciences undertook a great many

entrusted by the state,

key applied research projects,
projects,
of

state

and 370 projects

Science Foundation.

Beijing University has accomplished 1,895
of

including 81

35 high-tech research

64 key basic research projects,

the National Natural

(1991-

Since 1980,

research projects

level or ministrial and provincial

level,

which were undertaken by the sciences departments,
by the departments of Arts.

1,440

of

and 455

By the end of
and prizes of
level,
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1993,

state

the university had won 618 awards

level or ministrial and provincial

of which were won by the sciences departments and

261 by the departments of Arts.

The university faculty

members have published 33,896 papers
international academic
faculty members of
of

journals

in Mathematics of

Sciences,

of

(726 of

the sciences departments,

the departments of Arts).

In the past ten years,
2 Awards

18,260 by those

and 4,245 monographs

faculty members

3,519 by those of

(15,636 of which by the

the sciences departments,

the departments of Arts)

which by the

in Chinese and

the science departments have won
the Third World Academy of

1 Javed Husain Award for Young Scientist granted

by UNESCO,

36 prizes of

7 prizes of

the State Award for Natural Science,

the State Award for Inventions,

and 29 prizes of

the State Award for Science and Technology Progress.

The

departments of Arts have won 7

first-

class prizes of
Social
of

the First Beijing Award for Philosophy and

Sciences Achievements.

the awards and prizes,

place among all

special prizes and 11

In terms of number and level

Beijing University is

the institutions

in China.

in first

In 1994,

five

books published by Beijing University won the State Award
for Books,

and the university is

institutions

the only one among all the

in China to have won this award.

To a certain extent,

Beijing university is

of Chinese higher education.

the epitome

The above background

information should help to place in context the general
trend of both Beijing University and Chinese higher learning
in terms of
subject of

the research and teaching missions,
inquiry in the next chapter.
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which is

the

CHAPTER IV

HISTORICAL RESEARCH

Advancing

toward the

valued science
for

achieving

The

current

almost

and

technology as

the goal

social

of

of

the

strategic

the nation's

and economic

every aspect

played a

four modernizations,

its

reform has

society.

substantially more

economic

resolution
development.

transformed

Scientific

significant

China has

role

in

research has
the

modernization endeavor and invigorated the whole process.
The

research revival

in higher

rapid development was
took place

Using

chapter examines
institutions
and,

of

in Chinese higher

Revolution.

1949

one

the most

founding of

in particular,

after

reform and open-door policy.
research agenda
Chinese

in relation

institutions

Government

documents,

records were

important

the

of higher
policies,

reviewed in order

portrait.
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this

in Chinese higher
People's

The general
the

that

the Cultural

1978 when China

to

and its

changes

research method,

research mission

the

institutions

education after

the historical

the

since

learning

Republic

started its

trend of

teaching agenda

learning will
reports,
to develop

and

be

in

the
in

identified.

institutional

this

general

The Research Agenda of
Chinese Higher Education Before 1978

The Soviet Model

After

the

founding

of

the

the new China borrowed

from

education

1950s

its

in

the

socialist

consequences
education.
of

early

later

Following

readjustments

1952

of

excellence

training

the

resources.

After

the

country's
the

medicine,

sciences,

colleges

established

to

medicine,
economics,

there was

a

series

of

the

readjustment was

readjustment,
which had

in
to

the

and

skills

and material
Soviet-style

formerly comprised of
agriculture

liberal

arts

and

and sciences.

institutes were merged or newly
in

education,

political

of

Chinese higher

and their departments

engineering,

specialize

teacher

of

limited manpower

and

the needs

education and quicken

now consisted of merely

Independent

1949,

higher

specialized knowledge

initial

in

This borrowing had profound

The purpose

in higher

of

to meet

Soviet model,

comprehensive universities,
arts,

order

development

of personnel with

by pooling

liberal

in

Republic

Soviet model

universities

and thereafter.

achieve

the

reconstruction.
in

People's

science

engineering,

agriculture,

business

administration and

and

the

education.
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law,

arts

and physical

Apart

from the Soviet-inspired reorganization of

institutional

types

throughout the country,

a successive

adoption of Soviet pattern in unified teaching plans,
syllabuses,

course outlines,

textbooks and instructional

methods also followed for every academic
Russian became the first priority of
almost all

specialty or major.

foreign languages

for

secondary schools and higher learning

institutions.

Russian advisors and professors were employed

to guide the development of China's higher education or to
engage in exemplary teaching and research.

By June of 1952,

80 Russian professors were working in Chinese higher
institutions

(CESRI,

As a result of

1983,

pp.

70-71).

the reorganization of higher education

following the Soviet pattern,
Chinese Academy of Sciences

research was delegated to the

(CAS)

and its

and provincial research institutes.

subsidiary state

Teaching became the

major function in the mission of Chinese higher education.
The basic unit within the system performing the teaching
function was

the teaching-research office or group based on

subjects or disciplines.

They were

formed initially for the

purposes of collective teaching and educational research
activities,
out.

but the research function was actually phased

The basic

teaching unit was also responsible to ensure

that classroom instruction was performed in accordance with
the nation-wide unified teaching plans made by the central
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Ministry of Higher Education.
the goals,
major.

contents,

The syllabus

The national plans specified

requirements,

and standards of each

for each course was

so detailed as

include the items

to be taught,

should be taught,

the time to be spent on each item,

exact material

to

the sequence in which they
and the

to be covered during each hour of

instruction.

Only through such a totally planned system,

was believed,

could the required numbers of people be

trained to the specifications of each grade and level
the various

technical

economic development

in all

specialties required by the planned
(Pepper,

No sooner did this

1990).

indiscriminate model

shape on the Chinese soil
broke off,

it

transplant take

than the Sino-Soviet relationship

following the death of Stalin.

Chinese

educational policy makers had already learned a lesson by
themselves
Enlai

from the transplanting experience.

in his

Premier Zhou

Government Work Report on June 26,

1957

admitted the mistake in learning from the Soviet practice
without reference to the Chinese reality
200).

This

to 1956,

foreign borrowing lived a short life

in the longest estimate),

Chinese higher learning was
perpetual.
system,

(CESRI,

but

its

1983,

p.

(from 1949

impact upon

far more profound and seemingly

The development of an effective higher education

a system capable of meeting the challenges of socio¬

economic changes,

was

impeded.
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The delegation of

the

research mission to research centers,
science

from engineering,

the separation of

the narrow specialization,

replacement of English and other

foreign languages with

Russian in the national unified curricula,
centralized administration,

all

and disabled higher educational

the

and the

constituted a self-bounded
system for China as

it

embarked on the road toward large-scale modernization in the
late
of

1970s and early 1980s.

In fact,

serious consequences

this borrowing are still perceivable today.

A Chinese Socialist Educational System

After nine years of trial-and-error experience in
education reform,
by Mao

the Chinese Communist Party

Zedong broke away from the Soviet model

(CCP)

headed

and decided

to operate its own way by establishing a Chinese socialist
educational

system.

On February 27,

1957,

major government conference and pointed out

Mao addressed a
"our educational

policy should enable everyone who receives an education to
develop morally,

intellectually and physically and to become

a worker with both socialist consciousness and culture."
CCP formulated the new educational guidelines based on its
experience

in the 1930s and 1940s which was

enunciated in

its Decreed on Education Work on September 19,

1958,

"Education must serve proletarian politics and be combined
with productive labor....

The

future development should be:
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schools
farms

should run factories and farms;

should run schools"

(CESRI,

while factories and

1983,

Under the new educational policy,

p.

231).

a variety of schools

and institutions were established during the subsequent
years by the state,
communes
all

factories,

in the countryside.

mines,
At

enterprises and

the tertiary level,

almost

the institutions established their own factories and/or

farms

for students and faculty to experience physical

as well as
idea of

their teaching and research activities.

labor

The basic

this policy was carried through the years of the

Culture Revolution.

As an unexpected result,

this

tradition

of school-run business has played a very substantial role in
today's market-oriented reform in Chinese higher education,
which will be discussed in detail
It was clear that,
the People's Republic,
undergraduate teaching.

during the
the

later in this chapter.
first seventeen years of

focus of higher education was on

The purpose of higher education was

to produce the urgently needed personnel
specialties
development.

for the country's

trained with

social and economic

Teaching continued to be the principal

higher education.

task of

Teaching performance was considered the

major criterion for faculty promotion and merit pay increase
in the reward system.
viewed as a significant

Comparatively,

research was not

function in faculty's academic

activities.
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It must be noted,

however,

that research,

by no means,

was completely taken away from colleges and universities as
most

literature has observed,

government policy;
specific measures

at least,

not in terms of

but rather that there were not enough
to ensure the implementation of

the

research agenda in the mission of higher institutions.
official documents

show that within ten months after the new

People's Republic was established,
(MOE)

put

forward a guideline

education in

The

the Ministry of Education

for the nation's higher

the Report of the First National Higher

Education Conference on July 17,

1950:

Our higher education institutions must provide a
systematic education in basic scientific knowledge,
must undertake scientific research and continuously
raise the levels of

faculty and students so that they

can keep pace with the latest achievements of modern
science and technology

On September 10,
Education,

1953,

(Liu,

1993,

Ma Xulun,

p.

1313).

Minister of Higher

addressed a national conference of comprehensive

universities.

He pointed out

in his

Speech on the

Guidelines and Missions for Comprehensive Universities that:
"Comprehensive university,
institution,

principally,

is an educational

but simultaneously a research institution,

Teaching and research are complementary and enhance each
other"

{ibid.

p.

1313).
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too.

On March 8,

1954,

the CCP Central Committee issued a

directive on the report submitted by the Chinese Academy of
Sciences.

It

stated:

"There are a significant number of

scientific researchers reserved in higher learning
institutions.

In order to fully utilize their expertise and

raise the level of science in higher institutions,
scientific research must be developed on campuses"
1983,

p.

(CESRI,

99).

Following the graduate student enrollment policy issued
on July 11 of

1956 by the Ministry of Higher Education,

universities began to offer graduate programs
time after 1949.
the same year

some

for the first

Some 490 graduates were enrolled within

(CESRI,

From January 30

1983,

p.

173).

to February 7

of

1956,

the First

I

Chinese People's

Political Consultative Conference held its

second plenum in Beijing which was remembered
it

issued:

"March towards

the modern sciences."

for the call
The plenum

passed the Political Report presented by the Conference
Chairman Zhou Enlai.
march towards

It called on the whole nation

the modern sciences,

science and culture,

"to

rapidly improve its

and strive for catching up with the

world's advanced development in science within twelve years
[1956-1967]
p.

155).

in the nation's most needed areas"

(CESRI,

1983,

The most remarkable scientific and technological
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achievement under this call was China's
and one satellite"

self-made

"two bombs

in the 1960s.

In response to the call,

a 1956-67

development plan of

science and technology was made in July of

1956,

many

university professors participated in the planning process
and took on some important research projects
1313,

1316).

During the following years,

(Liu,

1993,

pp.

the research

mission in higher education was also repeatedly emphasized
by Nie Rongzhen,
director of

vice premier of the State Council and

the Scientific Research Planning Committee,.

persisted in his

speech at the national

planning conference on June 13,

He

scientific research

1957:

Scientific research in higher institutions must be
promoted and strengthened.

Teaching and research are

equally important missions of higher learning
institutions.

They must be integrated

(Liu,

1993,

p.1313).

In response to these calls,

a heat wave of scientific

research hit some higher institutions.

By mid-1957,

China's

higher education institutions established fifteen research
institutes on campuses

together with the Chinese Academy of

Sciences and thirty-one in collaboration with industrial
bureaus

(Liu,

1993,

p.1329).

In 1963,

higher institutions

established eighteen more by themselves.

On some campuses,

too many research projects were conducted and research
standards were set too high.

Even freshmen and sophomores
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were involved in research activities.

In some cases,

regular classroom instruction was disrupted
1314).

Under the influence of

activities

the call,

(Liu,

1993,

p.

scientific research

took place even in primary and secondary schools

(CESRI,1983,

p.

157) .

In order to encourage continuous efforts,

the Ministry

of Education held an Exhibition of Higher Education on June
15,

1960.

Seventy-eight

achievements
projects

in 944

(Liu,

Revolution,

1993,

institutions

exhibited their

scientific and technological research
p.

1340).

After the Cultural

a national exhibition of

scientific research

achievements was held in Beijing on March 20,
items

shown at this

achievements
1949.

learning,

The

exhibition included only the major

since the founding of the People's Republic in

There were over 600

percent,

1978.

items,

among which 144,

about 24

were achieved by the institutions of higher
most of which were achieved before the Cultural

Revolution.
Educational reform in the late 1970s and early 1980s
was basically a restoration and continuation of
1960s'

higher educational system.

It might be argued that,

if uninterrupted by the Cultural Revolution,
agenda would have kept
progress

the early

the research

its momentum and made remarkable

in Chinese institutions of higher learning.
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The Cultural Revolution and Higher Education

The
1966-76

Cultural

learning

Chinese higher

took

the

based on Mao's

were

doomed

September
The

Mao's

in

failure.

endeavors

done

Revolution was
disruption of

The

the

entire
its
of

culminated with his

tried

system
educators

trials
death

and

in

labor

force

enrollment,
with other
the

for China's

resulted

and six years

serious

economic

in a halt

of

twelve years
of

academic

the

consequence was

an educated and
and social

six years
of

of

graduate

and cultural

exchanges

countries.
end of

1976,

institutions
1965

The

education during

the production of

enrollment,

in

in

ideas were

After a decade

severe.

undergraduate

434

theory.

to Chinese higher

It

Chinese

New

and therefore many of

development.

By

episode

1976.

total

trained

end

damage

Cultural

down,

Zedong during

The Chinese higher

direction.

"class-struggle"

to

all

education.

opposite

turned upside

errors,

the

launched by Mao

presented an entirely different

history of

was

Revolution

to

392

in

institutions were not
and research.

As

when

the. Cultural

of higher
1976.

indicated

learning were

Most

capable

Revolution

of

of

4.1,

from

remaining

conducting quality

in Table
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these

reduced

ended,

the number

teaching
of

full

Table 4.1
A comparison of faculty by academic rank at Chinese
colleges and universities (1965 and 1976)

Rank

1965

Professor
Associate Professor
Lecturer
Instructor
Assistant

3,056
4,382
29,000
11,611
89,417

Total

%
2.6
3.2
21.1
8.4
64.7

137,466

Source:

Ministry of Education
China.

Note:

Beijing:

Assistants were
probation,

1976

%

2,288
3,531
27,344
41,319
110,478

1.2
1.9
14.8
22.4
59.7

184,960

(MOE),

Achievement of Education in

People's Education Press,

1985,

first year faculty members.

they were appointed as

instructors.

four to

102,

103.

After a one-year

both instructor and assistant are categorized as
According to the current policy,

pp.

In this study,
"instructor."

five years of

experience for each category are required to become eligible
for promotion to the next higher category.

Lecturers are

equivalent to assistant professors in the United States.

professors
1965,

in 1977 decreased by 25 percent as compared with

associate professors by 19 percent and lecturers

6

percent.
During the first couple of years after the Cultural
Revolution,
restoration.

higher education underwent a period of
The patterns of the early 1960s

education resumed,

in higher

including the restoration of

national entrance examinations

for higher learning,

unified job assignments upon student graduation,
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the unified
the

the revival

of unified curricula nationwide,
faculty promotion system.
rehabilitation of
Concurrent

and the resumption of a

It was

the central

indeed a period of

control

in higher education.

to the restoration in higher education,

Deng

Xiaoping began the preparation for a wide range of reform in
China.

By the early 1980s,

the move away from narrow

specialization toward more integrated and comprehensive
approaches
necessary.

to knowledge
One of

development of

in higher learning became clear and

the more remarkable changes was

the rapid

the research function in Chinese higher

education institutions,
discussed in the

which will be

further examined and

following section.

The Research Agenda of
Chinese Higher Education After 1978
The Change of the Nation's Emphasis

In the year of
policies

1978,

China ended its class

and began a wide range of reform in higher

education.

From December 18

to 22,

1978,

the CCP Eleventh

Conference held its Third Plenum in Beijing,
new chapter in contemporary Chinese history.
made
class

struggle

the decisive move to shift the nation's

which opened a
The plenum
emphasis

struggle to socialist economic construction.

in April

1978,

a major national

abandoned the goals of

from

Earlier

education conference

the Cultural Revolution and adopted
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modernization as

the main goal

for educational development.

Chinese higher education took on teaching and research as
its major mission.
politics"

China,

Instead of

case before 1978,

amended on January 17,

the four modernizations

modern industry,

and modern national defense)
new endeavor.

the

In fact,

the

(modern

modern science and technology,
was not a proclamation of this

four modernizations were first

forth during the Culture Revolution by Premier Zhou

Enlai

in the Government Work Report to the First Session of

the Fourth Peoples'
to 18,
until

1975.

Congress held in Beijing from January 13

Unfortunately,

the change of

Not until

it

basis

failed to gain real momentum

the nation's

strategic

focus

in 1978.

this historical movement was education,

particularly higher education,
for the realization of

recognized as

the

the crucial

four modernizations.

In

speech at the National Educational Work Conference in

1978,

Deng Xiaoping,

Chinese reform,

I

as was

"socialist economic construction."

agriculture,

his

1975),

Chinese higher learning began to serve the

The national goal of

put

"proletariat

(The Constitution of the Peoples' Republic of

Article 12,

nation's

serving

towards
1983,

p.

the paramount chief architect of

emphasized:

the

"Education must be geared

the needs of national economic development"
104).
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(Deng,

Summarizing his
put

ideas about education,

Deng Xiaoping

forward a new guideline for education in 1983 when he

visited a primary school

in Beijing,

geared toward modernization,

"Education should be

the world,

This guideline charted a new course

and the

future."

for the development of

the Chinese higher education in the 1980s and 1990s.
The changes

in the research function of higher

education actually were anticipated.
1977,

Deng Xiaoping pointed out:

learning,

As early as August

"Institutions of higher

particularly the key institutions,

an important

front-line

8,

should serve as

force in scientific research.

They

must do so because they have the necessary facilities and
trained personnel.

In fact,

institutions of higher learning

used to undertake a significant number of scientific
research tasks.
student quality,

Through consolidation and improvement in
their capabilities will gradually increase

and they will have to take on more such tasks.
our science will progress

faster"

(Deng,

1984,

In this way,
p.

66).

As university research became popular and began to gain
impetus

in institutions of higher learning,

programs reopened enrollment

in 1978

developed faster than ever before.

graduate study

to anyone under 40 and
About

63,500 applicants

nationwide took the national graduate entry examinations
the summer of

1978,

higher institutions

and 10,708 were enrolled

into the

to continue their graduate studies
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in

(CESRI,

1983,

p.

507),

thus

ending the twelve-year

suspension of graduate admissions.

Graduate study programs

or graduate schools were restored on most campuses.
Accompanying the restorations

in higher education,

faculty promotion system was revived in the light of
document

issued by the State Council on March 7,

lecturers,

substantial

changes were made

One change was

and instructors.

the

1978.

Faculty were reinstated or entitled as professors,
professors,

However,

in the professional

associate
two
system.

the stronger emphasis on the research

function in faculty promotion criteria,

since higher

institutions were called on to give equal
research as well

teaching.

importance to

Research productivity and

publication became officially required for promotions
the

lecturer level and upward.

status of Chinese
disappeared;

intellectuals

The other change was
in society.

Class

for
the

struggle

Chinese intellectuals were now officially

recognized as part of

the working class.

intellectuals would be entrusted as
indispensable

the

force in building

Theoretically,

the backbone and an

"a strong socialist country

with Chinese characteristics."

Science and Technology as Educational Priorities

In March 18,

1978,

Conference on Science.

Deng addressed the National
He argued in his
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speech that

"the

key to the

four modernizations

science and technology.
technology,

it

is

is

the modernization of

Without modern science and

impossible to build modern agriculture,

modern industry and modern national defense.
rapid development of science and technology,
rapid development of the economy"
In the same speech,
importance of

(Deng,

He asserted that

102).

"science and
(p.

105).

further developed when Deng spoke to a

foreign guest

in September 5,

are the

important productive forces"

first

p.

Deng repeatedly emphasized the

this priority.

thought was

there can be no

1984,

technology are part of the productive forces"
This

Without the

North American Edition,

1988:

March 4,

"Science and technology

1997,

p.

(People's Daily,
7).

Deng's

theory

about science and technology upgrading from "part of the
productive forces"

to

"the first important productive

forces" has drawn broad attention in China.

It has been

interpreted as a significant development of Marxism,
implies

the theoretical

which

justification that science and

technology could and would be valued as

the key to the

nation's current socialist construction.
All of those ideas and changes

found expressions

later

in the two resolutions adopted by the CCP Central Committee
at two conferences

in 1985 on reforming the science and

technology system and the education system.
document,

Decision

on Reform of
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The first

the scientific-technological

system in March 1985,

presented the guiding principle as

"the commercialization of scientific and technological
achievements"

(Documents,

have enormous potential

1985,

p.

2),

which has proved to

in the Chinese market economy.

The second document,

Decision on the Reform of the

Education System in May 1985,

envisioned a whole range of

reform for higher education.

The decision explicitly stated

that

"education must serve the purpose of socialist

construction,
education."

and socialist construction must rely on
One of

the strategic goals

learning was defined as
China's

"making significant contributions

to

self-reliant scientific and technological

development,
problems

for Chinese higher

and to solve major theoretical and practical

that crop up in the course of socialist

modernization"

(Qu,

1991,

P.

805).

specific approach and rationale

This document defined the

for reforms

in higher

education:
The key to success

in the reform of the higher

educational system is

to transform the management

system of excessive government control over the
institutions of higher education,
of

expand the authority

institutions under the guidance of the state's

unified educational policies and plans,

strengthen the

links between institutions of higher education and
production organizations,
organizations,

scientific research

and other social

sectors,

and enable the

institutions of higher education to take the initiative
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to meet the needs of economic and social development
(Qu,

1991,

p.

806).

The rationale of the decision clearly expressed the
theme of decentralization of the management authority and
emphasized the autonomy and responsibility of institutions.
Under the new system,

Chinese higher education institutions,

as expressed in the same document,

are entitled "the power

to readjust the objectives of various disciplines,
formulate teaching plans and programs,
select teaching materials;

to

and to compile and

the power to accept projects from

and collaborate with other social establishments for
scientific research and technological development,

as well

as to set up combined enterprises involving teaching,
scientific research,

and production;

appointments and dismiss personnel,

the power to make
to dispose of capital

construction investment and of funds allocated by the state;
and the power to finance and develop international
educational and academic exchanges with their own funds"
(Qu,

1991,

p.

807).

The document outlined two main responsibilities for
higher learning institutions:

to train advanced specialized

personnel and to advance science,

technology,

and culture.

The first responsibility referred to the teaching function
which was still based on the service of higher learning to
meet the projected needs of manpower needs in specialized
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fields.

The second represented the research mission

explicitly entrusted to universities and colleges,

with more

direct and true to life linkages between research and
teaching,

and between research and production as well.

The Growth of University Research and Funding

Emphasis upon the research mission proved to be very
crucial to the teaching and curricular reform.
observed:

As Hayhoe

"Knowledge was no longer seen as an authoritative

set of dogmas dictated from above in the form of national
teaching plans that had a

'law-like'

as contingent and changing,

authority,

but rather

something which the universities

themselves were involved in creating and revising"
1993,

p.

302).

Within such an academic atmosphere,

(Hayhoe,
research

activities flourished in Chinese higher institutions.
the end of the 1980s,

By

many universities had established new

research institutes or developed new research programs.
Official documents stipulated that faculty were spending 1030 percent of their time on research

(Liu,

1993,

p.

1325).

It became a general expectation that almost all faculty,
especially those above the lecturer level,

should spend one-

third of their time on research and two-thirds on teaching,
while those working in research institutes were expected to
spend two-thirds of their time on research,
teaching.

In some universities,
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one-third on

colleges were formulated in

order to combine related departments and foster
interdisciplinary cross-fertilization between teaching and
research.
Despite the fact that the research conditions were
relatively poor,

resources were scarce,

and researchers were

really teaching-oriented faculty for decades,

research in

higher institutions did remarkably well and made rapid
progress during the period of the Seventh Five-year Plan
(1986-90). Among the 76 national key research projects,
universities undertook or collaborated in 71 with 1,485
contracts,
1993,

p.

covering 93 percent of all the key projects

1320).

(Liu,

According to a report entitled "Higher

Institutions Are the Nation's Major Force in the Network of
Basic Research"

in an official educational newspaper,

higher

institutions took 74 percent of all research projects and
gained 70 percent of all funding over this five-year period
(Zhongguo Jiaoyubao,

3 February 1990,

p.

1).

The same

newspaper reported a month later that 29 of the 60 prizes
awarded to outstanding research achievements were won by
higher institutions,

among which only two were joint

research projects conducted by university faculty and other
researchers

(Zhongguo Jiaoyubao,

10 March 1990,

p.

1).

The driving force behind the rapid growth of university
research was due to two major financial supports.

One was

the availability of new sources of research funding from the
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state besides

the regular annual budget,

and the other was

the market-oriented reform policies which allowed and
actually encouraged higher education institutions
generate income

for themselves

to

through various channels.

Both incentives have contributed substantially to the
flourish of research activities on the campuses of Chinese
higher learning institutions
During 1985 and 1986,

since the mid-1980s.
a few foundations were

established for research by the state.
National Doctorate Program foundation,
Development Foundation,
Foundation of China
funder of basic
in 1986.

Its

million)

Young Faculty

and the National Natural

(NNSFC).

Sciences

The NNSFC has been a major

scientific research ever since its

founding

funding increased rapidly over the last decade.

With the strong support of
million yuan

Those included the

($9.6 million)

in 1996

the state,
in 1986

(China Daily,

it grew from 80

to 570 million yuan

21 January 1997,

p.

($69

2).

The new funding sources have been distributed based on
the academic merit of proposals

judged by a panel of peers.

During the Eighth Five-year Plan period
funded more than 33,000 projects
projects and 122 major projects.

(1991-95),

in basic research,

300 key

Between 1994 and 1996,

NNSFC also award 214 young scientists National
for Distinguished Young Scholars grants.
scientists came

the NNSFC

Science Funds

Those young

from universities directly under the SEC,
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research

institutes

various ministries
1997,

p.
In

1986,

and institutions

and provinces

(China Daily,

under

21

January

another very important

source

of

funding,

the

High Technology Research and Development

Foundation,

became

available

foundation was

named

the CAS,

2) .

National

The

of

also

known as

in commemoration of

four Beijing

scholars

for university researchers.
the

863

Program Fund,

the program proposal

in March

5,

1986.

so

submitted by

The proposal was

soon endorsed by Deng Xiaoping and officially approved by
the

state

1995,

p.

it has

council
1).

in November

Comparatively,
humanities was
of

However,

foundation was
Academy of
process,

in

social
1987,

projects

Sciences

that

than

expenditure

social

of

the

those

for

and

sciences

social

auspices

science

of

the

science

social

in natural
the
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the Chinese

in

1995.

Funds were
sciences.

funds

and humanities were

sciences

slower

Through competitive

instance,

to natural

New

research were

research

for

and

and outside China.

sciences

a national

25 May

funding,

not neglected.

science

(CASS).

In Beijing University,

less

if

of

funded based on a peer review.

limited compared to

to

social

established under

Social

available

in

emphasized,
for

levels

from inside

research

less

funding

in coming.

(People's Daily,

The program has higher

drawn broad attention

sources

1986

The

26

times

actual

research dropped down

to

40
the

times

less

than

same year

for an

that

(see Table

integration of

natural

of

science

4.2).

the

research

the natural
By

science

1994,

there were

funding mechanisms
(Hu Yicheng,

research

1994,

for
p.

in

calls

social

and

3)

Table 4.2
Beijing University
1995 research funds budget and expenditure
Unit:

Funds
Social

Budget

Sciences

Natural

Sciences

Total
Source:

Social

By 1990,
of

Jiaoyubao,
funding

%

Expenditure

3.7

1,585

2.4

67,801

96.3

64,005

97.6

70,405

100

65,590

100

Natural

Sciences Office,

universities had succeeded

Feb.

funds

Beijing

3,

in capturing 70

distributed by the NNSF

1990,

p.l)

and 36.7

(Zhongguo

percent

of

all

for high-technology research dispensed by the
(Beijing Xinhua

the Eighth Five-Year

key research programs
industrial,
to

%

1996.

all

Program Fund
During

(RMB)

2,604

Sciences Office,

University,

percent

thousand yuan

and

applications

to

Higher

amount

other

Plan period

consisted of

local.

a considerable

in English,

of

state
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levels:

institutions
funding

industrial

30,

(1991-95),

three

research

dispensed by various ministries

Sept.

863

1991).
China's

national,

also had

access

through

research

funds,

in accordance with national

or provincial agenda laid out

in five-year plans.

Local

funding sources administered by the municipals and provinces
are also open to all

the universities.

The same peer review

procedures were gradually adopted at all

levels.

Application for these funds are becoming increasingly
competitive.
"In the initial period,"
main stimuli

as Hayhoe delineated,

"the

for research development were a concern to

raise academic

standards,

aspirations

to develop particular

areas of strength that would enhance the unique identity of
each university,
(Hayhoe,

1996,

and a degree of academic curiosity"

p.

124).

As research was getting more

pervasive in higher learning institutions,

however,

the

funding for research became insufficient and problematic
towards

the end of

the 1980s.

Low state educational

funding,

along with a higher inflation that China had never
experienced since 1949,
into a near crisis.
the

threw the colleges and universities

During the years between 1986 and 1989,

financial deficits of Chinese higher institutions

reached 20-30 percent of annual budget on average.
Beijing University,

the state allocation per student head

was roughly 1,800 yuan a year over that period,
actual expenditure amounted to 2,400 yuan,
shortage of 25 percent of operating funds
No.8,

August 1989,

In

p.

65).

As
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while the

resulting in a
(Jiaoyu

Yanjiu,

Pepper observed in 1990:

"The

most

important

indirect

impact of

education came in the form of

the economic changes on

inflation - causing some to

claim that the value of budgets and incomes had actually
declined as a result"
It was

(Pepper,

1990,

p.148).

true that state investment

in higher education

had increased substantially each year throughout the 1980s
(see Table 4.3).
index,

However,

the increase,

inflation.

when calculated against the price

for the most part,

was written off by

The budget simply could not keep up with the

Table 4.3
Higher education
public expenditure and capital investment
(unit:

Year

in RMB 100 million yuan)

public Expenditure

:

Source:

9.00
9.82
10.58
15.18
19.48
26.63
32.99
29.99
29.26
29.15
29.95

19.13
22.28
23.86
27.84
32.72
40.14

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
...

Capital Invested

• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

Data is not available.
MOE.

Achievement of Education in China: Statistics 1980-1985.

Beijing:
SEC.

People's Education Press,

1985,

p.

104.

Achievement of Education in China: Statistics 1986-1990,

Beijing:

People's Education Press,

1990,

p.

99.

rising costs.
level,

Given the fast expansion at the tertiary-

it meant that actual

spending per student had

declined over this period of
minimal

funding available

acquisitions,

time,

and that there was

for program development,

and the replenishment of basic

research supplies.

By the early 1990s,

so dramatically that

teaching and

prices had shot up

the higher learning institutions could

hardly make ends meet without added sources of
Higher institutions
the same complaints.
institutions were

income.

throughout the country were voicing

With such financial pressure,

forced to

make money by themselves
going.

library

the

figure out ways and means

to

to keep their programs and projects

Under these circumstances,

the profit motive became

an essential necessity and began to take control over the
initial

scholarly concerns

in higher education institutions.

The new reform policies which started only a few years
earlier,
powers

gave the institutions

to meet their own needs.

campus doors open,
endeavors:
project

the autonomy to use their new
In

order to keep their

they must rely on their own money-making

to compete for the research and development

funds and to generate profits through whatever

possible means.

As one of

the direct applications of the

market-oriented economic reforms

to academia,

universities

are encouraged to supplement their state budgets.

Proceeds

from their efforts were allowed to be distributed in the
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form of
1980s,

individual and collective benefits.
shortly after it was

first raised,

By the early

this

idea began to

be received as a marginal means of bolstering welfare and
bonus

funds,

and of supplementing the teaching and research

budgets as well.
Take Beijing University,
of

for example.

About a quarter

the costs of undergraduate education had to be

supplemented by its own earnings,
improve campus

facilities

Income-earning activities

leaving no

funds

for teaching and research.
included research services and

consulting,

sponsored mainly by individual academic

departments

(Guangming Ribao,

the

March 24,

1988).

former university president Ding Shisun,

annual bonus

supplement was

The highest annual

supplement

(SEC)

the average

in 1987 was over 1,000 yuan

yuan in the History Department
1992,

According to

600 yuan per person in 1987.

per person in Computer Sciences and,

In December of

to

the lowest,

(Pepper,

1990,

p.

only 200
150).

the State Education Commission

issued another document to speed up the higher

education reform.

One of

the guidelines was

the adaptation

of higher education in the socialist market economy.
document clarified alternative ways
funds

for higher institutions,

for generating operating

since government

higher education continued to be scarce.
that a greater portion of

the

funding for

It was made clear

funding would come from
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This

tuition fees of
various

students and from the financial

sectors of society.

envisioned a significant

Furthermore,

bodies"

the document

transition for Chinese higher

learning institutions by stating that
institutions

supports by

"higher education

should become truly autonomous corporate

(Zhongguo Jiaoyubao,

29 January 1993,

p.

1).

Those

policies were repeated and reinforced in the government
strategic

Program for China's Educational Reform and

Development issued in February 1993,
document.

and also in the

Decision on Accelerating the Development of

Science and Technology,
22 May 1995,

p.

issued in May 1995

(People's Daily,

4).

These policies were

further developed in the National

Economic and Social Development Plan for the Ninth Five-year
Period

(1996-2000)

and through the Year 2010,

the Fourth Session of

the Eighth National

One of

approved by

People's Congress

on March 17,

1996.

the nine important guidelines

this plan is

"to rely on science and education as a primary

strategy to accelerate the nation's economy,

in

and fully

integrate science and technology and education with the
development of China's

economy.

on science and technology,

Economic growth must rely

and science and technology must

be geared toward meeting the needs of economic development.
Education must be geared toward the modernization,
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toward

the future,
1996,

p.
It

and toward the world"

(People's Daily,

1).
is noticeable that,

as government investment in

higher education continued to be insufficient,
for higher education,

by and large,

over the past two decades.
and mid 1980s
reform,

17 March

its policies

have been consistent

If Deng's policies

in the early

opened the door for Chinese higher education

the policies of

the early 1990s have indeed paved

the way for higher learning institutions

to become a money-

oriented mechanism with greater market influences.
teaching and research are equally important
higher education;

Both

functions of

both have been greatly affected by the

fast growing market economy.
modernization construction,

In serving the socialist
the research function has played

a far more substantial and resourceful role than the
teaching function did.
current

One common characteristic of

trend of economic and social development is

both are becoming increasingly profit oriented.
words,

the
that

In other

while directly serving the economic and social

development,

both teaching and research have served to

generate income for Chinese colleges and universities
order to become

"truly autonomous corporate bodies."

in

Teaching as a Source of Income
To

fully utilize the potential of teaching as a direct

money making mechanism to supplement the
budget,

insufficient

the Chinese higher learning institutions began to

enroll a new type of
students,

students

in the late

1980s.

These

respectively called self-supporting students and

commissioned students,
the regular students,
themselves

were not

financed by the state like

but rather supported either by

or by their future employers.

under the state job assignment plan,
students could enjoy the

freedom of

their own jobs upon graduation,

Since they were not

the self-supporting
finding or choosing

while the commissioned

students had to work for the employers who had sponsored
their college education.

The past decade saw a considerable

increase in the number of

self-supporting students.

end of

1996,

percent of

By the

fully subsidized education had phased out

the

1,035 Chinese higher institutions.

to the Beijing Xinhua news

report on 27

According

February 1997,

Chinese higher institutions would bid farewell

to the state

supported higher education system this current year.
meant

"the

freshmen since

1997

can no

in 60

That

longer enjoy the kind

of education that was paid by the state but benefited the
individual with the diploma"
1997,

P.

(People's Daily,

4) .
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28 February

Another source of

income generated by teaching was

the

fee-paying programs offered by almost all

the college and

universities

included night

schools,

to the public.

specific course

Such programs

tutorial,

short-term training,

and

even TOEFL and GRE for those who aspired to study abroad.
Part of

the money coming in from this channel went

school budget and part as
staff

supplement

to the

to the

faculty and

salaries.

Research as a Source of Income

The channels

for university research function into

market were open in a variety of ways.

the

It has been proven

that Chinese higher institutions are not only a major force
in basic

scientific research,

as was

indicated above,

but

have also won themselves a key role in applied research.

Horizontal Collaboration
A recent trend in Chinese higher institutions has been
a fast-growing partnership with industry,
as

"horizontal

a process

of

collaboration."

popularly termed

The joint practice is really

integrating scientific research with industrial

application of research results.

It has proven to be a very

important and effective approach for colleges and
universities

to market

their research activities and results

directly in the development of
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socialist market economy.

As

early as

1989,

the research funds

from this channel

flew

into the campuses of all Chinese higher institutions
have already reached 821 million yuan,
million yuan of
(Liu,

1993,

p.

that

compared with 325

state research funding in the same year
1414) .

The linkage between Chinese higher institutions and
industry can be traced back to the late 1950s when
"education must be combined with productive labor,"

but no

one had ever dreamed that the enterprises would be and could
be their source of

income decades

later.

Now,

the

institutions have realized the advantage of their highly
concentrated experts and expertise in science and
technology,
of

and began to cater toward the needs and demands

industrial and economic development.
A very common form of the so-called "horizontal

collaboration"

is

the acceptance by the higher institution

of a research project entrusted by an enterprise.

The

university makes a substantial profit out of this kind of
contract.

In the competition of applying for research

projects,

the nation's prestigious universities do much

better than

the local and smaller institutions.

University,

the MIT of China,

first

institutions

for example.

so successful

It was one of

that took research projects

enterprises during the early 1980s.
in its

Take Qinghua

from

The university has been

'horizontal collaborations'
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the

that its

network has

spread all over the thirty provinces,

municipalities,

and autonomous regions of

including Taiwan Province

(Liu,

official newspaper report,

1992) .

According to another

another success

Aeronautical Engineering University,

1992.

One of

story,

Beijing

accepted around 200

science and technology research projects
enterprises

the country,

from local

each year over the five consecutive years before
the projects generated a profit of over one

hundred million yuan for the university(Guangming Daily,
April

1992,

p.

1).

Another important

form of

'horizontal collaboration'

between institutions and enterprises
which means universities
enterprises
returns.

sell

is

technology transfer,

their patents directly to

to convert the research results

In Shanghai alone,

1992

reached 627 million yuan,

than that over the same period in 1991
July -

2 August

1992,

p.

into economic

the value of such trade

transactions of technology transfer over the
months of

16

first six

22.7 percent more

(Beijing Review,

27

7).

Simply by scanning newspaper article titles of
Guangming Daily from May

to September 1992,

one may have a

good sense of how much Chinese colleges and universities
have been involved in today's
"Liaoning Higher Educational

socialist market economy.
Institutions Technological

Development Service Center is acclaimed as a
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'technological

match maker'"
institutions

(May 11).

"Zhejiang higher education

expand their scientific and technological

cooperation with enterprises"
has

(July,

11).

"Faculty in Hubei

taken on over twenty thousand projects within a five-

year period"
Guangxi

(July,

23).

"Higher education institutions

transferred over 300

items of technology within a

half year"

(July,

professors

in Hubei higher education institutions"

(September 22).
and students

23).

in

"The emergence of developmental

"Nanjing University encourages

its

faculty

to market the university's research products"

(September 22).
The last

two titles are particularly striking.

"developmental professors"

[kaifaxing jiaoshou)

derogatory connotation in an academic
term really refers

sense,

The

may carry a

although the

to those professors who are actively

involved in marketing scientific and technological research
results.

The story of Nanjing University describes both

faculty and students being encouraged to market a wide range
of the university research products published and circulated
on the campus.

Those who make the sales are entitled to take

a 2-5 percent commission from the deal.
Indeed,

the higher education institutions

in China are

so tempted by profit and so much influenced by the market
economy that more and more of
policies

them have adopted new reward

to accelerate the profit generating activities.
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During

the

two years

implemented three
and the

(1)

take

contribution to
account

a

20-30%

p.

Tianjin University

encourage departments
and money-making

succeeds

share

of

service

in

(3)

in

transferring

the profit;

technology transfers will

be

(2)

taken

into

those who have done

technology transfers will

receive

(Guangming Daily,

September

substantially high bonuses
1992,

to

that

in academic promotion;

meritorious

1992,

develop profit motive

any department

technology can

to

reward policies

faculty to

endeavors:

from 1990

23

2).

Combined Enterprises
In addition

to

the

"horizontal

collaboration,"

interesting phenomenon appeared during
China's higher

education

industry on

their

enterprises

of production,

run

industry is

traced back
attached

to

practical

market

the

for

which are

1950s when
and

farms

are no

function

is

termed as

to

education.
focused on

fulfill

economy by turning

technological products

into

run

ran

College-

can be
their

students with
a means

of

The new combined
these purposes.
of

the

Their

emerging

research results

commodities.
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It

labor as

the demands

scientific

to

teaching."

institutions
to provide

1990s.

"combined

in China.

fieldwork or manual

longer

early

have begun

research and

a new concept

and ideological

enterprises
major

not

factories

opportunities

own,

institutions

the

another

Therefore,

and
its

predominant business

is

in the high-tech fields,

where the

universities have the unbeatable superior workforce.
end of

1990,

the number of college-run high-tech

enterprises reached 183,
national

Daily,

13

By the

making up 10.8 percent of the total

level new high-tech development
December 1991,

p.

zones

(Guangming

1).

In some higher learning institutions,

most of the

faculty members hold a concurrent job in school-run
enterprises.

In 1992,

for example,

80% of the teachers

in

Jiamusi Technology Institute of Heilongjiang Province were
working concurrently in its

12

school-run enterprises,

of which were Sino-Russian joint ventures
30 August 1992,
Most

p.

three

(Guangming Daily,

2).

faculty members believe that taking a second job

can only damage the main tasks of teaching and research.
noble academia has

found it difficult to reconcile with

business motivation.
universities,

The

For the individuals who staff China's

however,

expressed in personal

these dilemmas are perhaps best
terms.

A middle-aged Chinese college

teacher summarized the spirit of their campuses:
The authorities
more money,

tell us

to find our own ways

so teachers have become businessmen going

everywhere in search of opportunities
money in it,

to earn

they do it;

such conditions,

if not,

....

they don't

If there is
....

Under

how are we supposed to train the next

generation to serve the people?...

students are

dropping out the half way through,

and graduate
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students are quitting to go into business"
1990,

pp.

(Pepper,

166-67) .

Institutions rationalize the existence of various
profit generating endeavors by the need to raise funds
through multiple channels
deficits.

to cover chronic

financial

According to an official article entitled

"Vigorously Develop College-run Industry,

Further Improve

Teaching and Research" by the Research Office under the
General Office of

the CCP,

the income

from college-run

enterprises alone now comprises a substantial portion of the
operating funds
percent of
campuses,

in Chinese higher institutions,

reaching 20

the state-allocated funds on a large number of
and achieving a ratio of one to one in some

others{Xinhua Yuebao,
In fact,

1992,

No.

6,

the non-governmental

P.

100).

funding for higher

institution research already became the main channel by the
end of

the 1980s.

Funding for research now comes

project contracts and grants
governments,

through state and local

entrusted projects of enterprises,

industry and other self-generated income.
official report,

to 822 million in 1989,

According to an

in terms of percentage of

from 59.4 percent

percent

1993,

(Liu,

for all

increased from 356 million in

total research funds,
in 1989

college-run

the non-governmental research funds

Chinese higher institutions
1985

from

p.1414).
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in 1985

to 71.7

the

Entering the 1990s,
more evident.

this

Non-governmental research funding is getting

dramatically predominant,
prestigious
instance,
years

trend continues and becomes

particularly in the large

institutions.

In Beijing University,

for

research funds were almost doubled within five

from 1991

to 1995.

This dramatic

increase was

predominantly attributed to the non-governmental sources,
which was

six to ten times of

the same period

the government

funding over

(see Table 4.4).

Table 4.4
Research funds of Beijing University 1991-1995
Unit:

thousand yuan

(RMB)

%

Non¬
government
Funds

Year

Total

Government
Funds

1991

36,387

5,530

15

30,857

85

1992

69,824

5,859

8

63,965

92

1993

52,616

6,054

12

46,562

88

1994

58,120

8,673

15

49,447

85

1995

67,801

★

*

* Data is not available.
Source:

Natural Sciences Office,

Beijing University,

89

1996.

%

In the 1990s,

both teaching and research development

faced serious problems
institutions.

in Chinese higher education

In place of

the enthusiasm for curricular

innovation/integration and research expansion based on
scholarly considerations

in the early 1980s,

a

commercialization of disseminating/advancing knowledge has
flourished.

Universities desperately sought approval

new programs

that would be

likely to attract

for

large numbers

of self-paying students and accept contracts of research
projects

to enhance university income.

Teaching and

research were deeply involved in quick profit making or
economically promising short
any academic value or not.

term activities,
As Hayhoe noted:

whether it has
"Sophisticated

equipment purchased with World Bank funding in order to make
possible high quality basic research was often made
available

to commercial users at high prices

in order to pay

for its maintenance and bring in further income,

leaving

scholars who wished to use it

for academic purposes waiting

for access"

126).

(Hayhoe,

1996,

p.

Institutional Amalgamation

Another nationwide trend which recently became
noteworthy is

the institutional amalgamation in Chinese

higher education.
and even more

During the past

few years,

two or three

institutions have been merged to formulate

90

huge universities within a city or district.

This dramatic

development has resulted from a new government policy
expressed in the 1993

reform document

"Program for China's

Education Reform and Development." The policy was explained
by a SEC official

in charge of higher education,

government has no plans
turn of

the century,

edge in the global

the
to

"211

till

the

the country is planning on
which are expected to

that will enable China to keep its

competition"

* Handbook 1996,

This

Instead,

'key universities'

grow into megaversities

Annual

to build more universities

because the national economy can not

support such expansion.
choosing some 100

"The

Xinhua,

(China Facts and Figures
Sept.

26,

1995) .

strategic development plan is popularly termed as
Project," which indicates

identify 100 of

the government

the best universities

throughout China

based on academic and scholarly qualifications,
them with special
The initial

financial

intended

and provide

supports by the 21st century.

intention of the project is

to enhance

educational excellence and high efficiency by consolidation
of

the high-level human resources and concentration of

limited funding in some key institutions and certain
priority disciplines,
other institutions.
restoration of

making them the leading models
To a certain extent,

the truly multi-functional
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it

for

is a

institutions

before the

1952

readjustment of departments and colleges

following the Soviet Pattern.
Stimulated by this project,

provincial authorities and

central ministries all have tried to position their higher
institutions
the 100

in such a way as

elite universities.

ministries,

it means

to qualify for the group of
To the provinces and

state money instead of

their own will

be available to run their higher learning institutions.
the individual

institution,

selected into the group.
financial

support

it

is vitally important to be

Not only does

it mean extra

from the central government,

recognition as a prestigious

but the

institution will make the

university well known nationwide and worldwide.
importance of prestige to a university is
them can afford to ignore.

Indeed,

the

such that none of

Prestige is exactly what the

Chinese higher institutions are striving to obtain now,
that explains

To

and

the real rationale behind today's nationwide

institutional amalgamation.
The desire of an improved reputation and resources have
caused merges of
country.

two or more institutions

To ensure strong profiles

throughout the

for particular

institutions under consideration for selection,
governments,

and in some cases,

ministry authorities have

provided their institutions with special
for such endeavors.
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provincial

financial

support

A handy example occurred from Hebei Province.
four institutions completed their consolidation.
Normal College,
Teachers'

In 1996,
Hebei

Shijiazhuang School of Education and Hebei

Training College merged into Hebei Teachers'

University,
province.

formulating the largest university in the
All four institutions were originally

administrated by the province government,

making this merger

relatively smooth.
Another merger is currently underway between Beijing
University and Beijing Medical University.
University

Beijing Medical

(formerly Beijing Medical College)

was separated

from Beijing University in the 1952 reorganization of higher
education institutions.
Similar mergers have also happened to institutions
under different jurisdictions.

The amalgamation of five

institutions in Beijing that belong to diverse ministries
and the municipality:
and Business,

The University of International Trade

the Beijing College of Chemical Engineering,

The Beijing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine,
Beijing College of Fashion Design,
Finance"

(People's Daily,

April 21,

The

and the China College of
1994,

p.

4).

Many other mergers are still undergoing this process.
The newly formed institutions can be characterized as large
in size,

comprehensive in curricular provision,

equipped for research development,
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and,

better

above all,

highly

saturated with capable brains drawn from every part of the
country.

With the concentrated human and financial

resources,

they are expected to be the best: very flexible

and effective in performing their major missions,
particularly the research function,

to "provide China with

the competitive edge on the world stage."
The domain of research activities has been greatly
expanded in the larger context of Chinese modernization
reform.

Not only does research mean to advance knowledge,

but also to transfer it,
it.

industrialize it,

and commercialize

It might take most of the time and energy of university

faculty,

administrators,

and even some students to perform

the research function if this trend continues in the same
direction.
research,

In the relationship between teaching and
which is supposed to be balanced,

discipline has caught up and,
over.

by and large,

the latter
begun to take

The current trend seems to be going in the direction

that teaching,

if not completely neglected,

a subordinate position to research.
chapters,

is declining to

In the following

this relationship will be further analyzed and

discussed based on the perceptions of the academic community
of Beijing University.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS FROM THE SURVEY

A total of 1,029 survey forms were distributed to four
responding groups,
deans,

i.e.,

786 faculty,

131 unit heads,

and 22 university academic administrators.

overall return rate was 47%,
had the lowest rate of 42%;

amounting to 482.

The

Unit heads

the university academic

administrators had the highest of 55%;
53% of deans responded,

90

47% of faculty and

(see "Return Rates"

in Table 5.1).

Demographic Results
The demographic data collected on the survey are also
shown in Table 5.1.

Faculty respondents to the survey

included 7% instructors,
professors,
almost 50%

19% lecturers,

and 50% full professors.
(233)

34% associate

Among the respondents,

reported having worked at the university

for 20 years or more,

which was the mode of the respondents.

Full professors and associate professors with long working
experience at the university are the two largest groups that
responded to the survey.
A more striking finding from the survey data was the
percentage of time devoted to undergraduate teaching by
university faculty. A mere 4% of the faculty devoted 76-100%
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Table 5.1
Demographic data
Return Rates
Number Sent
786
131
90
22
983

Faculty
Unit Heads
Deans
Administrators
Total

Number Returned
367
55
48
12
482

Return Rate
47%
42%
53%
55%
47%

Faculty Rank
Instructor
%
#
34
7%

Faculty

Lecturer
%
#
90
19%

Associate
Professor
%
#
160
34%

Number of Years at University
3 yrs or less
4 to 6 yrs
7 to 10 yrs
#
#
%
#
%
%
Faculty
65
46
13
34
10
18
Unit Heads
2
4
10
2
5
4
Deans
0
0
1
2
3
6
Administrators
2
0
17
1
8
0
Total
69
53
11
39
8
15

Professor
#
%
188
40%

15
19
21
8
16

20 yrs or more
#
%
158
45
33
64
34
71
8
67
50
233

51% to 75%
#
%
7
32

76% to 100%
#
%
4
19

11 to 19 yrs
#

52
10
10
1
73

%

% of Teaching Devoted to Undergraduates
0%
Faculty

#
137

%
28

1% to 25%
#
%
26
125

26% to 50%
#
%
169
35

Gender
Female

Male
#
246
43
42
6
337

Faculty
Unit Heads
Deans
Administrators
Total

%
68
83
87
54
71

#
116
9
6
5
136

%
32
17
13
46
29

and only 7% devoted 51-75% of their time to undergraduate
teaching,

whereas,

undergraduates.

28% reported spending no time teaching

About 26% spent a quarter or less of their

time and 35% of the faculty reported between a quarter and
half of their time on undergraduate teaching.
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With regard to gender,

71% of the respondents were

males and 29% were females.

Among faculty respondents,

which is the major responding group,
almost one-third,

females account for

amounting to 116.

Findings and Discussions

The survey findings were analyzed for the total campus
sample,
areas.

for demographic sub-groups,

and for major academic

The following examination and discussion are

organized around these three analyses.
Table 5.2 shows the means and standard deviations of
survey items.
are reported,

In this and other tables where mean ratings
the teaching end of the continuum is indicated

by negative numbers since they are on the left hand side of
the 0 point

(equal importance)

and the research end of the

continuum is indicated by positive numbers since they are on
the right hand side of the 0 point.

Total Campus Sample

While there is a remarkable unanimity in the survey
results of Beijing University,

the analyses of the sample

data collected among the faculty and administrators reveal
some interesting consistencies and inconsistencies in the
responses of faculty,

unit heads,

deans,

and academic

administrators.

In the following sections the consistencies

are discussed first,

followed by an examination of the

inconsistencies from different perspectives on the surveyed
items.

Table 5.2
Means and standard deviation
by question
You
Personally

People/Unit
Should Go

Mean:
STD:

0.4
1.6

0.6

Unit Heads
(n=55)
Mean:
STD:

0.2
1.7

o

The University
Is Going
Should Go

Faculty
(n=3 67)

0.5
2.1

0.1

1.3

0.2
1.5

0.4
2.1

*
*k

0.5
1.0

•
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1

Scale:
-4 Teaching;
0 Equal;
4 Research
*This question was not asked of administrators.

LO

0.4
1.5

•

00

0.9
1.7

o

Administra¬
tors (n=12)
Mean:
STD:

0.7
1.7

1

(n=48)
Mean:
STD:

0.2
1.4

\—1

Deans

0.7
1.9

0
0

Consistencies

The responses from faculty,

unit heads,

deans,

and

academic administrators to each of the four major questions
on the relative importance of research and undergraduate
teaching are strikingly consistent.

These four questions

include their perceptions of the relative importance of
research and undergraduate teaching to them personally,
direction they think they or their units should go,

the

direction they see the university currently is going,
the direction they think the university should go.

the

and

The

frequency distributions of the responses to these four major
items are illustrated in Tables 5.3,

5.4,

These tables provide numeral references,

5.5,

and 5.6.

while the graghs

are used for observation and discussion.
As Table 5.2 shows,
close to 0
heads,

the mean ratings are relatively

(equal importance)

for the 367 faculty,

48 deans and 12 administrators.

55 unit

The ratings are

densely located between 0 and 1 with the smallest mean being
-0.04 by deans responding to the item personally;

and the

largest mean being 0.9 by unit heads to the direction the
university is going.
points before 0

Given the continuum designated with 4

(equal importance)

relative importance of teaching,
research,

point indicating the

and 4 points after 0 for

none of these ratings can be considered

significant in terms of any quick conclusion.
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Table 5.3

How important are research and undergraduate teaching to you
personally?
Faculty

Teaching
4
Frequency
Percent

3

17

2

4.6

.5

Equal
0

1

2

1

2

Research
4

3

Total

4

10

248

18

26

13

29

367

1.1

2.7

67.6

4.9

7.1

3.5

7.9

100.0

Unit Heads

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
4
7.3

Equal
0

1

3

1

1

2

34

1.8

3.6

61.8

2
5
9.1

3
1

5
9.1

1.8

Research
4
3
5.5

Total
55
100.0

Deans

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
2
4.2

Equal
0

1

2

3
1

1

3

2.1

2.1

6.3

1
5
10.4

33
68.8

Administrators

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
1
8.3

Equal
0

Research
4

1
8

1

2

Total
12

66.7

8.3

16.7

100.0

100

3

Total
48

6.3

100.0

3

Table 5.4
What direction do you think the university is going?
Faculty

Frequency

Teaching
4
16

Percent

5

9

22

Equal
0
177

1.4

2.5

6.0

48.4

3

4.4

1

2

23

40

33

4
Research
41

6.3

10.9

9.0

11.2

1

2

3

Total
366
100.0

Unit Heads

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
2

Equal
0
3

25

3

12

6

Research
4
4

5.5

45.5

5.5

21.8

10.9

7.3

1

3.6

1

2

3

Total
55
100.0

Deans

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
3
6.3

Equal
0

3

4

21

4

4

1

Research
4
8

6.3

8.3

43.8

8.3

8.3

2.1

16.7

1

2

1

2

3

Administrators

Equal
0
Frequency
Percent

9

1

1

1

Total
12

75.0

8.3

8.3

8.3

100.0

2

1

3
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Total
48
100.0

Table 5.5
What direction do you think the university should go?
Faculty

Frequency

Teaching
4
14

Percent

2

10

14

Equal
0
258

.5

2.7

3.8

70.3

3

3.8

1

2

20

22

11

Research
4
16

5.4

6.0

3.0

4.4

1

2

3

Total
367
100.0

Unit Heads
Valid
Teaching
4
Frequency
Percent

3

Equal
0

1

2

1

2

Research
4

3

Total

1

1

1

2

35

4

6

2

3

55

1.8

1.8

1.8

3.6

63.6

7.3

10.9

3.6

5.5

100.0

Deans

Teaching
4
2

Frequency
Percent

1

3

34

3

1

1

Research
4
3

2.1

6.3

70.8

6.3

2.1

2.1

6.3

2

4.2

Equal
0

1

1

Administrators

Equal
0
Frequency
Percent

12

Total
12

100.0

100.0
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2

3

Total
48
100.0

Table 5.6
The direction people/unit/department should go

What direction do you think you should go?
Faculty

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
19

3

5.2

1

2
4

6

5

Equal 0
209

1.1

1.6

1.4

56.9

28

32

25

Research
4
39

7.6

8.7

6.8

10.6

100.0

Total
55
100.0

1

2

3

Total
367

What direction do you think your unit should go?
Unit Heads

Frequency
Percent

Teaching
4
1
1.8

3

1

2
1

2

1

Equal 0
30

1.8

3.6

1.8

54.5

6

5

3

Research
4
6

10.9

9.1

5.5

10.9

1

2

3

What direction do you think your department should go?
Deans

Frequency
Percent

Note:

Teaching
4
2
4.2

1
2

2

Equal 0
32

4.2

4.2

66.7

2

4

2

1

Research
4
3

8.3

4.2

2.1

6.3

1

2

3

This question was not asked of administrators.
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Total
48
100.0

However,
meaningful
tilted
-0.04
zero

a

closer

consistencies.

toward the

if

research

one decimal

responding

to

the

item regarding

the

and

Finally,
0.5

is

direction
0.7

0.5

for

for

all means

in

the

fact

reveals
of

responses

only exception of

can be

rounded up

for

items

each group

are

all

the university is

academic

all mean ratings

discrepancies

0.9

going

discussed
groups.

the

in relation
Stress

of

the

four group

faculty,

0.5

for

for

administrators.
The

5.3,
among

This

5.2,

responses

5.4

all

are

0.4

deans

further

and other
5.2

in Figures
of

show a great

the

deal

of

0

sub¬

would have

5.1,

and

0.5

5.2,

consistency

and administrators.

located near
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be

for deans,

a remarkable degree

unit heads,

responses
and

of

index of

It has been

areas

for Table

for unit heads,

a

is going and should

of

which will

calculated

demonstrate

faculty,

four modal
5.1,

0.5

distributions

and 5.4

index,"

indicate

the university is

the direction

to major academic

indexes

0.5

administrators.

between perceptions

"stress

the

(i.e.

for unit heads,

go is obtained by subtracting the two means.
designated as

to

in

located upon

going and direction the university should go.
the

are

applied.

faculty,

index on average between

ratings

with

ratings

four major

toward research),
deans,

side,

which

place

the highest

these

First,

as mentioned above,

Second,

for

look at

point.

All
Figures

consistency

in

the pattern of
in

terms

of

relative
Figures
of

current

importance
5.3

these

and

three

direction

the

should go.
in contrast

Figure

responses

5.4

of

faculty,

unit heads,

future preferences

at

the

0

point

university is going and
responses

responses

of

in

the modal

as

regards

the

other

groups

5.1

How important are research and undergraduate
teaching to you personally?
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teaching.
responses

direction

three

the

the

from administrators

the

and deans

regarding

research and undergraduate

show consistency

groups

The modal
to

and

from

it
stand out
to

the

80

70'
i >

»

601

50'

40'

30*

20'

10'
0

o

0
CL

0

4Teading 3

2

1

0Equal

1

2

3 4Fte93ach

"you should go" by faculty
"unit should go" by unit heads
"department should go" by deans
Figure

5.2

What direction do you think you or
your unit/department should go?

same

items.

These

two

consistent pattern of

figures
responses

their perceptions

on

the

and

it

should go.

the

direction

also

among

direction
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delineate
the

a highly

four groups

in

the university is going

Figure

5.3

What direction do you think
the university is going?

Interestingly,
the way people
by others.
groups

sees

As

see
is

there

also

themselves

shown

others

is

as

and the way

in Figure
in

relative

5.5,

consistency

they are perceived

each of

the

four

similar patterns with regard
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in

to

the

Figure

5.4

What direction do you think
the university should go?

relative
It

is

importance

even more

administrative

of

research and undergraduate

interesting
groups

importance point

than

to note

that

see

themselves

the

other groups
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each of

closer
see

to

teaching.
the

the

them.

three

equal

Generally
tendency

and being

must be noted
slight

since

on

full

that

5.5

The

the

picture

responses

seen by others

this

(see

reveals

of people
Figure

tendency can only be
are

all

a
seeing

5.5),

but

considered

smaller

than

1 point

scale.

0 = Equal

1 = Research

How important are research and undergraduate
teaching to others at your university?

tendency of

supported by
question A

in

overall

the mean ratings

-1= Teaching
Figure

the

toward research

themselves

the

speaking,

findings

(a,b,c)

research over
in

teaching

their preferences

by group

analysis.
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The

is

also

in response
three

groups

to

it

50

gaps
faaity (367)

» rm

irit heafe (5E)

■ ■ ■ I

</.)
c

chens (48)

cc

Q)

achiristictas (12)

38

ga±Ete

LirfegadLie

Figure

research

5.6

How important are undergraduate/graduate teaching
and research to you (by group)?

(faculty,
preference

unit heads and administrators)

all

for research over undergraduate teaching

Figure 5.6).

Compared to the three groups above,

showed a preference

for teaching over research.

perceiving these three academic activities,
deans rated graduate teaching as
them,

the least

(See

deans
In

faculty and
important

to

while unit heads and administrators considered

undergraduate teaching the
the

indicated a

least important to them.

four groups put research in such a position,
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None of

although

all

these

(very

ratings

are

important).

allocated between

Responses

further discussed

to

in relation

these
to

the

4

(important)

three

and

items will

demographic

5

be

sub-groups.

Inconsistency
Some meaningful
closer
These

look at

all

inconsistencies

those

inconsistencies
in

administrators

and the

the

way others

the differences

perceive
of

university is

all

them;

in

four groups

compared with

relative

the

importance

of

deviations

that

1.3

Figures

responses
responses,

range

the

at

5.2,
0

from

three

and are

5.1,

the
of

contrasts

themselves

and

the

the

the

The

unit heads,

groups

represented by
to

2.1,

did not

clustered between
and 5.4

point

survey results

indicate

and deans

those groups

on

research and undergraduate
is

difference

in

the variability between

The variability

of

the perceptions

the direction

faculty,

teaching.

responses

as well.

going and the direction it should go.

more variability within

the

in

5.2

the distance between

on

Perceptions Within Groups.

groups

and Table

perceptions
and

revealed by a

between academic

other groups;

group members'

perceptions

figures

are noticeable

within groups,

between

four

are

even

0

and

reaching between

for

a

60-70%

standard

though

illustrate

show that while

account

the

1

the mean

significant

(Table

5.2).

the modal

overwhelming majority of
in most

cases;

the

frequency distribution graphs
faculty,

unit heads,

and deans who rated research 1 point or

greater on the continuum is
the teaching side.
responses of

twice that of

In other words,

these groups on

about

80-90%

of the

these three groups are located on either the

equally important
numbers

indicate that the number of

(1-4).

0

or the research more

Furthermore,

important positive

while the responses of

these

groups present a very similar pattern on the teaching side
of

the continuum,

the research side
5.2,

5.3,

groups

is

the degree varies

in their responses on

(from 1

is

and 5.4.

to 4),

shown in Figures

thus represented by the variance

and 5.4

reveal

some

academic administrators'
unit heads,

5.1,

The variability of responses within the

Administrators and Others.
5.3,

as

and deans.

Table 5.2

in these figures.

and Figures 5.1,

interesting inconsistencies
responses and those of

in the

the faculty,

In responding to the relative

importance of research and undergraduate teaching to them

personally,

the administrators'

variability

(STD = 2.1)

among themselves

perceptions of other groups
and deans

1.3)

perceptions present greater

(faculty 1.6,

than the
unit heads

in responding to the same item.

comparison to those groups,

In

academic administrators'

responses are much higher at the 0 point

1.7,

modal

for the direction

they think the university is going and the direction they
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think the university should go.

It

is

surprising to note

that the university academic administrators unanimously
expressed a future preference for a balance between research
and undergraduate teaching,
in the visual differences
Figure 5.4.
responses

This

is

which is graphically illustrated

from responses by other groups

in

somewhat inconsistent with their

to the item on the relative importance of research

and undergraduate teaching currently to them personally,
which indicate 25%
points higher as

of

the respondents rated research 1

shown in Figure 5.1.

In addition,

to 4

none of

the administrators perceived the university is going toward
teaching,

they perceived the university is going either

toward a balance or toward research.
less conflict,

compared to deans,

Nevertheless,

they see

between where the

university is going and the. direction it should go.

How People See Themselves and How Others See Them.
Figure 5.5

shows a very interesting and dramatic picture on

how people see themselves and how others
there are similarities,

as noticed above,

differences between the way academics
way they are perceived by others
importance of

see them.

While

there are also

see themselves and the

in regard to the relative

teaching and research.

Relatively speaking,

there is consistency between the university academic
administrators'

perceptions of themselves and how others see

them.

The ratings

from the academic administrators on

themselves and the ratings

of

the academic administrators by

other groups are very close at

the point of

0.5

research side of

(see Figure

5.5).

However,

the continuum

respondents'

perceptions about

perception about

regards

Differences are

faculty and unit heads.

their peers

three administrative groups
importance)

self-perceptions and others'

them do not always match.

most pronounced as

on the

is

Faculty's

toward research while all

estimate them close to

0

(equal

point.

Academic administrators and faculty see unit heads
placing more emphasis

on research than any other group,

while unit heads perceived themselves as
a balance.

This

is

and 0.5 as

shown in Figure

the nearest toward

indicated by the difference of nearly 0.7
5.5.

This discrepancy suggests

that academic administrators and faculty felt
heads view research as
whereas unit heads

that unit

somewhat more important than teaching

themselves

think they are keeping close

to a balanced relationship between teaching and research.
More dramatically,

unit heads

in contrast,

saw

university academic administrators putting much more
emphasis on research than any other group.
nearest group toward the equal
the deans

Faculty was

importance point

in the perceptions of others.
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the

followed by

While the ratings of all
(unit heads,
show that

three administrative groups

deans and university academic administrators)

they view themselves as

research and teaching,

favoring a more balanced

the ratings of

faculty by their own

peers reveals a completely different picture.
members perceived research as more important
than the perceptions of
addition,

Figure 5.5

Faculty
to their peers

faculty by any other groups.

also delineates

that

In

faculty rated the

three administrative groups as more tilted toward research
than the perceptions by the administrative groups
themselves.

There appears

perceptions of

to be a gap between the

faculty and the administrative groups.

difference is more significant when the ratings of

The

faculty

by the three administrative groups were compared to the
ratings of

faculty by their peers.

It clearly shows

when faculty has already perceived research as
important

to their peers,

the administrators

that

far more

still

see

faculty as more on the teaching side or close to the balance
point.
In summary,

the university academic administrators are

almost unanimously perceived by all
biased toward research.

the groups as being

Faculty also see unit heads and

deans as being biased toward research;
three administrative groups views

however,

itself as

the closest

toward a balance between teaching and research.
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each of

the

The direction the university is going and the direction
it should go.
response at

All

0

four groups of respondents

(equal

importance)

show a modal

point on the continuum with

regard to the direction the university is going and the
direction it should go.

Still,

there

is a noticeable

difference between the perceptions on the two
ratings

in Figure 5.3

suggest

items.

The

that respondents perceived

Beijing University is going toward research more than toward
teaching.
As was noted earlier,

the contrast between the

direction the university is going and the direction the
respondents
the means

think it should go is

from all

four groups.

shown by an average

All

0.5

in

four groups agreed that

the university is going toward research more than they would
like

it

to go.

In terms of percentage,

only 14.2%

faculty

Table 5.7
Ratings on the direction the university is going
Teaching %
Faculty (367)
Unit Heads (55)
Deans (48)
Administrators (12)

respondents
chose 1

to 4

chose

1

14.2
9.1
20.8
0

to 4

Equal

%

48.4
45.4
43.8
75

Research %
37.4
45.5
35.4
25

on the teaching side while 37.4%

on the research side.

48.4% of

them perceived

the university as having a balance between research and
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undergraduate teaching.

Unit heads reported four times more

on research than teaching:
45.5%(See Table
These

5.7).

inconsistencies

tension between the
contrast

teaching 9.1% verses research

in perceptions could cause

faculty and the administrators.

in the perceptions on the two

considerable conflict between the
the values of
example,

individual

The

items also suggest

institutional culture and

faculty or administrator.

For

75% of university administrators perceive that the

university is progressing toward a balance between teaching
and research,

but only about 45% respondents of other groups

agreed with them on the same item.
30% disagreed with their perception

In other words,
(See Figure 5.3

nearly
and

Table 5.7).
The

implications of

the

inconsistencies

in perception

between where Beijing University is going and where the
university academics
more

think it should go will be discussed

fully in relation to the different major academic areas

and in relation to the demographic

subgroups.

These

implications are also clearly articulated in the comments
from the open-ended question,

which are summarized later in

this chapter.
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Demographic Sub-groups

Comparatively,
in item means
by gender,

fewer meaningful differences are shown

or frequency distributions

faculty rank,

and percent of

years

teaching at

teaching undergraduates

are no significant discrepancies

of

0

the ratings,

(equal

the university,

or research.

There

found when responses on

major items were analyzed by gender.
responses at

in the analyses

importance)

While the modal

accounted for a majority

both gender groups

indicated a bias

toward

Figure 5.7

Means of major items by gender
research.

Relatively speaking,

slightly stronger preference

male respondents

show a

for research than females,
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which is

shown in the ratings on the

perceive the relative

items of how do you

importance of research and

undergraduate teaching to you personally and to others
currently and on the direction they think the university

should go

(See Figure

The analyses

of

5.7).
the survey results also revealed

considerable differences
academic ranks,

in relation to

though some of

the

faculty's

them are predictable.
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5.9

Means of working time percentage by rank

As
of

shown in Figures

5.8

and 5.9,

those who spend most

their time teaching indicated a preference

such as

the associate professors.

meet requirements
instructors,
note that

for promotion,

favored research.

academic rankings

ratings

Those who are pressured to
such as

It

is

lecturers and

interesting enough to

faculty with higher academic rankings

time on research on average,

words,

for teaching,

while

spend less

faculty with lower

spend more time on research.

In other

instructors are the group with the highest mean
regarding the time devoted to research,
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followed by

Figure

5.10

The relative importance to you personally
and others by time to undergraduate teaching

isgong

0%

1%to25%

26P/oto5CP/o

51%to75%

^xxJdgp
76P/oto1G0%

Figure 5.11

The direction the university is going/should go
by time to undergraduate teaching
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lecturers.

Faculty who devoted more time to undergraduate

teaching tend to see teaching as more

personally.
emotions,

Furthermore,

they perceived,

with strong

that the direction the university is going is

biased toward research.
no

important to them

However,

those who reported spending

time on undergraduate teaching rated research slightly

higher on average.
Again,

(See Figures

predictably,

5.10 and 5.11).

those who spend no

time on research show a preference
teaching and research,

while

time or less

for a balance between

those who devoted most of

Figure 5.12

The relative importance to you personally
and others by time to research
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their

time to research,

on average,

in responding to the relative
and to others.
Figure 5.12.

This

(equal

side

importance to them personally

tendency is clearly illustrated in

Respondents who devoted more than half of

time to research,
0

favor research over teaching

in particular,

importance)

in regard to
However,

the

point by 1.5

their

rated farther away from the
on average toward research

item to them personally.

when the researchers were asked to perceive

the direction their university is going and the direction it

Figure 5.13

The direction the university is going/should
go by time to research
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should go,
most of

a different

their time

story was reported by those who spent

(76-100%)

on research

(see Figure 5.13).

They rated the university is going toward research on
average by 1.6 points and it should go toward teaching by 0.4.

This constitutes a statistically significant

discrepancy:

the stress

index indicates a two-point gap

between the direction they think the university is going and
the direction they believe

it should go.

Figure 5.14

Major items by number of years at the univ.
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Figure

5.14 displays another interesting pattern.

data was analyzed according to years of

teaching at

university,

that

the overall picture reveals

faculty have been in Beijing University,
they prefer a balanced mission or

the

When

the

longer

the more likely

favor teaching over

research.
In contrast,
period of
more
years

time,

if

they have worked there

they are more likely to rate research as

important.

This

is

true

regarding the relative

and to others

should go.

for a shorter

for all groups by number of
importance to them personally

in regard to the direction they think they

Specifically,

average ratings of people who have

been in Beijing University for 20 years or more
balance or toward teaching,

favor a

while average ratings of new

faculty place more emphasis on research.
Interestingly enough,
grouping in responses

the comparison based on the same

to the direction the university is

going and should go reveals very similar patterns in
correspondence with the mean ratings
survey groups
administrators

of

faculty,

unit heads,

(See Table 5.2).

between the two mean ratings of

That

of

the

four basic

deans and university
is,

the stress

index

the direction the university

is going and should go is almost parallel by an average of
0.5 point across

the board as presented in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15

The direction the univ. is going/should go
by number of years at university

The analysis by the number of years at

the university

unfolded an unanimous perception in response to the three
items on how important undergraduate teaching,
teaching,
groups

graduate

research and publication are respectively - all

emphasized research over undergraduate teaching,

all viewed graduate teaching as
important

to them,

as

relatively the least

illustrated in Figure 5.16.
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How important are undergraduate/graduate teaching
and research to you (by number of years)?

When the responses

to

analyzed by academic ranks,
is reported by lecturers
graduate teaching.
graduate teaching
professors
as of

(4.4).

the most

activities.
most of

the same three

the only noticeable discrepancy

in responding to importance of

As Figure 5.17
(3.4)

items were

are

shows,

their ratings of

lower by 1 point

Here again,

than full

all groups perceived research

importance to them among the three academic

The reason could partly be that

lecturers

their time teaching undergraduates as was

illustrated earlier.
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How important are undergraduate/graduate teaching
and research to you (by academic rank)?

Similar discrepancies were also

found when responses

to

the direction the university is going and the direction it

should go were analyzed by academic ranks. Associate
professors perceived considerably large gap
lecturers,

This
lecturers,

between the two items

,

followed by

(See Figure 5.18).

is understandable because associate professors and
as was observed earlier,

in teaching undergraduates,

but

spent most of

their time

this gap in perceptions

suggests considerable stress among the two ranks of
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faculty.
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The direction the univ.
by academic rank

Comparatively,

is going/should go

professors and instructors

feel

less

uncomfortable with the direction in which the university is

going since the direction they expected the university
should go is very close to the current trend of development
of

the university.

most of

Associate professors and lecturers

their time on undergraduate teaching,

have the pressure

to

promotion purposes.

spend

but they still

find extra time to do research for
Such .a situation can cause substantial
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frustration and tension on campus.

This

conflict

is also

articulated in the open-ended comments quoted later

in this

chapter.

Major Academic Areas

Survey data was also analyzed by the 22 major academic
areas

or departments.

For the purpose of

this analysis,

some

closely related disciplines were grouped under the
department or school with the greatest number of
respondents.

For instance,

International

Politics

is grouped

together with International Relations.
The analysis by major academic areas revealed
substantial

similarities and differences among

the various departments.

In their responses

faculty in

to the relative

importance of research and undergraduate teaching to

them

personally,

vary

from 0.39

the mean ratings,

toward teaching

Department)

to

1.5

as

shown in Table 5.8,

(by faculty in the Mechanics

toward research

academic area of population).

(by faculty in the

A closer observation at

the

mean ratings

shows considerable consistency among various

departments.

Choosing a 0.5 point

research sides,16
average within the
point

(equal

toward both teaching and

academic areas place their ratings
1 point range

importance).

This

from -0.5

suggests
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to

0.5

on

around 0

that respondents

Table 5.8

How do you perceive the relative importance of research
and undergraduate teaching to you personally (mean)?

Administration

Biological
Sciences

Chemistry

Computer
Science

Economics

education

electronics

Environment

Geology

Geophysics

International
Politics
& Relations

faculty
unit heads
administrators
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
deans
administrators
Total
Faculty
unit heads
Deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
faculty
unit heads
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total

0.52
-1.00
0.44
0.36
-0.03
-0.67
0.00
-0.13
0.48
0.33
0.00
0.42
0.84
1.00
-1.00
0.76
0.08
0.00
0.50
0.50
0.67
0.54
0.48
0.50
0.33
0.47
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.92
0.60
0.00
0.75
0.10
1.60
-0.25
0.31
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.36

Languages
Law

Management

Marxism

Mathematics

Mechanics

Philosophy

political
science
Population
psychology

Tech.
Physics

Total

faculty
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
Total
faculty
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
Total
faculty
deans
Total
faculty
Total
faculty
deans
Total
Faculty
unit heads
Deans
Administrators
Total
faculty
unit heads
deans
administrators
Total

-0.27
-0.27
0.47
0.00
-0.33
0.33
0.89
0.00
-0.25
0.65
0.63
-2.00
0.10
0.69
-0.25
0.47
-0.44
0.00
0.00
-0.39
0.50
0.50
0.00
0.40
0.09
-0.75
-0.13
1.50
1.50
0.75
1.00
0.83
-0.23
0.80
0.33
1.00
0.03
0.36
0.16
-0.04
0.42
0.30

from these 16

academic areas,

by and large,

favor a balanced

mission between teaching and research.
Beyond this

1 point range of equal

the academic areas or departments
teaching,
more

while

important

6

0 point

(0.54)

Population

and Management

(1.5),
(0.65).

with an average of

faculty's

This

1.5 points

away

finding is

time allocation is

taken

Faculty in the academic area of population

spent only 17.5%
58.3% on research
previous

6 departments are

(0.75),

toward research.

understandable when the
into account.

The

from the academic area of Population is

particularly noticeable,
from the

Geology

Education

The responses

for

them perceived research as relatively

(0.76).

(0.83),

none of

showed any preference

them personally.

to

Computer Science
Psychology

of

importance,

section,

of

their time on undergraduate teaching and

(See Table 5.9).

As was discussed in the

people who spend more time on either side

are more likely to place emphasis on teaching or research
respectively.
In responding to the same item
the mean ratings

(to them personally),

from deans are consistent with those of

unit heads and faculty in most departments
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(Table 5.8).

Table 5.9

Working time percentage in academic areas
Mean
undergraduate
time
49.06

graduate
time
22.69

research
time
42.50

tech, physics

34.19

24.38

35.10

chemistry

31.90

17.35

38.60

biological sciences

43.33

22.29

32.86

math

37.14

32.19

geology

27.05

26.36
24.87

mechanics

31.67

31.67

30.59

geophysics

25.83

22.83

34.29

electronics

34.58

27.27

40.39

environment

31.48

26.20

39.43

Marxism

51.25

24.00

26.67

population

17.50

30.00

58.33

economics

36.00

33.64

27.81

psycology

41.67

18.33

32.50

languages

45.45

34.17

education

30.00

29.29

26.50
38.57

law

30.00

28.16

27.25

international politics
& relations

35.45

33.16

32.60

mangement

39.67

28.82

29.95

philosophy

26.11

26.00

35.00

political science

31.54

29.25

29.27

administration

12.00

21.11

20.00

Total

34.62

26.22

33.92

deptartment/school
computer science
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34.37

Comparatively,

deans,

unit heads

faculty rated slightly toward research.

However,

and

deans

inconsistency

and unit heads
in

discrepancy of
point

toward

research.
faculty

2

In Geophysics,
heads
of

rated

points was

1.85 points.

ratings.
0.63

There

In

the

also

0.25

a

2.63

point

Index was

faculty and

and

significant.
unit

a discrepancy

between

the unit heads

discrepancy of mean

points

study,

toward
(See

to

teaching verses

Table

5.8).

a calculation

utilized

in a given population or

to

represent

represent

the perceptions

of

group

the
arising

the direction

the university is going and the direction people

think

should go.

the

In essence,

1

toward

between deans

considered

faculty toward research

from discrepancies

the deans'

which makes

points

reported 2

Stress

a

toward teaching whereas

the

Syracuse national

designated as
tension

is

points

1

Science,

statistically significant

between

Unit heads

rated by

1.84

toward research,

discrepancy appears
in Marxism.

rated

The most

In Computer

the unit heads'

department was
deans

1.6

indicated considerable

reported between

discrepancy of

this

favored a balance while

two departments.

teaching and

The

in

on average,

the

Stress
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Index reflexes

it

tension
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CM
00

©
o

that

exists

direction

between perceptions

the

preferences

institution

(the

of

future

is going)

direction

and

realities

the

(the

future

institution should go)(Gray,

the

Froh and Diamond,1992).
Table

5.10

discrepancies
significance
descending
Biology

illustrates

by departments.
in

the

order:

1.30;

0.90.

comparatively high
particularly

stress

Computer

in basic

sciences

should be

in

Mathematics

1.59;

other departments

point:

Tech-physics

indicates

the

in

that

sub-groups

0.94

there

in

show

is

sciences,

in Beijing University.

areas

or departments

respondents

felt

that

(except

the

there

a more balanced mission between research and

undergraduate
tendency

Population),

1.67;
Two

index

tension among

In all major academic
six people

1.12.
1

show striking

They are displayed

Science

stress

index of

Four departments

significant
The

stress

index.

and chemistry

slightly below the
and Geology

the

teaching,

favoring

institutional

but

in reality,

research over

culture

teaching

there
in

is

a general

the

on Beijing University campus.
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Open-ended Comments

A total of 408

(85%)

respondents out of 482

on the ratings of relative

importance of

research in the open-ended question

commented

teaching and

(Question D)

in the

survey.
Many of the respondents commented on multiple aspects
of

the survey questions.

following:

Some general categories

the reward systems and policies,

between teaching and research,
teaching and research,

2.

include the

the relationship

improving evaluations of

research primacy,

and other comments.

The reward systems and policies

About 25%

of

the respondents

reward systems
level)

(both at

and policies of

commented that the current

the national and the university
the university caused negligence in

teaching and pushed faculty toward research.
their concerns about this bias,

as

Many expressed

illustrated in the

following comments:

In principle,

teaching and research should be

complementary and enhance each other.

But to individual

teachers,

research is more important.

Research is

important

indicator for promotions while teaching is

not.
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the

(Teaching
But

and research)

in reality,

Furthermore,
scientific
that

quality.

our university

the

evaluation

(e.g.,

the more
As

a

should complement

of

promotion,

in number,
result,

is

in

favor of

research

etc.).

It

the better;

both

teaching

each other.
research.

itself
seems

is

to

not

say

no matter what
and research are

now problematic.

...

But

in

research

current practice

is

over-valued.

research but
quality

In

balance).

teaching,

life,

...

it

Today

is

in many policies,
(quality)

to

which causes

teaching

requirements),

English and computer

lower

feel

the

that

overall

Several
by the

to high

each other.

achieve

(this

important

than

deterioration

teaching
in

of

to

to

tests.

this

is

quality

the

Personnel

and

have

to

and research because

teach many courses

members)

to

faculty members

fulfill

to publish many articles

SCI

is harmful

(Beijing University),

are more

in Beida,

struggle between

to

faculty to do

teaching.

Currently

load,

which

difficult

in Beida

research and articles

have

caused many

teaching and research complement

in real

...

It

faculty promotions,

teaching.

theory,

But

neglect

in

the

Many of

out
us

unrealistic
in

in regards

time

(among
and

for
faculty

it will

teaching and research.

recently

Department

teaching work

(especially

squeeze

they

...

issued promotion policies
are not

suitable

and

unfair.
...

To put

policies,
'hard and
on numbers

it plainly,

teaching
solid'.

is

in

the

considered

Moreover,

'soft'

and research

in research,

(of publications),
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current university

encouraging

the

focus

is

'short-term,

shallow and quick-turn-around type of research
projects,

which appears

in reality,
long run,

to be

in favor of research,

only seriously affects

Beida,

as

teaching.

center in basic

will be on a shaky foundation.

but

In the

science research,

There is no doubt about

it.

The

inconsistency in the policy by the State Education

Commission and the university is

the sole cause of

conflicts between teaching and research.

One other cause of
research)

is

the conflicts

(between teaching and

the one-sidedness of

the policies by the

university and its governing authorities
example,

faculty promotion,

in,

for

workload calculations and

compensation and benefits.

In theory,

teaching and research are equally important.

In reality,
research.

though,

The fact

the university policy emphasizes
is

that without money,

teachers

cannot teach.

Because salaries,

titles,

housing,

etc.

are all related

to research products and research projects,
crucial

to the

research is

faculty's benefits and livelihood.

Policy caused the research frenzy.
excellently you teach,

No matter how

your status and benefits will

never catch up with those who engage in research but
very little teaching.

Promotion is unfavorable to those who teach.
Instructional

staff use more time to prepare courses.

They do not have much time

for research.

meet the publication requirements,
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In order to

the only thing can

happen to them is
of

The

to decrease the

)

quality

teaching.

leading

force

in Beida is

forcing faculty toward

research and neglecting teaching.
effect of

the

'entrance exams',

choice but to

...

(time and

follow the

The same as

the

teaching staff has no

trend.

Now the university over-emphasizes research:

evaluate

faculty by the amount of

by the number of publications.
which causes

funds

they obtain and

Teaching is overlooked,

teaching to go downhill.

The root cause for the unsatisfying situations with
regard to

teaching and research in Beida is

is on top of
top of

it.

it,

and nobody has

the energy to keep on

There is no incentive,

faculty members.

Everyone gets

that nobody

nor pressure

for

the same regardless of

how good or bad your performances are in teaching and
research.

2.

The relationship between teaching and research

Complementary.

commented that

(68%)

teaching and research do complement each

other in their work,
complementary.

A majority of respondents

or that

the relationship should be

Many find that

without research,

teaching cannot progress

and vice versa.

Faculty felt that teaching

and research most enhance each other when their research
project is related to what they teach,
graduate level:
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particularly at

the

Teaching and research complement each other.
discover research questions and area of
research in teaching.
results can be put

interest

On the other hand,

for

the research

into teaching and practice.

The theoretical knowledge
used in research;

One can

research,

from teaching could be

in turn,

could provide for

teaching the opportunity of apprenticeship to practice,
and provide real

Basically,

teaching and research complement each other:

without research,
Teaching,

life examples.

teaching is

particularly teaching at different

in different subjects,

levels and

provides research with a broader

base and solid foundation,
depth.

stiff and lifeless.

pushes research to new

Complementary teaching and research is a unique

feature of universities and should be the direction of
development,

particularly for comprehensive

universities

like Beida.

Research develops and broadens new knowledge,
new frontiers,
helps

directions and methods

explores

in sciences

thus

to improve curriculum and teaching methodology.

Research results could raise the quality of
Teaching is a research process and has

teaching.

the research

quality to it.

High quality teaching must be based on research in the
field.

Teaching as a whole

(particularly in basic

courses)

is a important driving

However,

the impact teaching has on research is not

direct,

...

nor immediate,

force behind research.

but gradual and accumulative.

A university is not only a place where young people

are being educated,

but also a place where new
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knowledge

is created.

Research can provide faculty with

the newest developments

in the

field,

so that

knowledge could be passed on to students.
time,

this new

At the same

teaching can provide well educated students

carry on research.

Without teaching,

to

there will be no

next generation of researchers.

I believe teaching and research enhance and complement
each other.

Without the infusion of new advanced

research products,

curriculum for teaching will

inevitably be outdated,

fall behind and in the end,

die

out.

Complementary.

Teaching keeps

in touch with the

thinking of

the next generation academic

researchers

(i.e.,

the students)

future development.

leaders and

and the direction of

Through teaching,

for the field will be discovered.

future candidates

Through teaching,

latest academic and research products are passed on to
students and to society at
produces

fast

social results.

into application
timely manner,

large,

which in turn

Research leads

(of knowledge)

in an efficient and

enhances development

updates curriculum contents,

teaching

in teaching,

keeps both research and

teaching well alive.

Teaching and research are complementary.
two parts:
is

one is

Teaching has

the study of pure knowledge;

the cultivation of students'

another

skills and capability.

These two parts are the necessary premise for
scientific research.

Research is

the study of

the

latest development and newest information in sciences.
Research could fill

teaching with newest products or

feedback to teaching what needs
enhanced.
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to be changed or

Conflict.

About 28% of

the respondents

found conflicts

and constraints between teaching and research in their work.
Most of conflicts

lie

in time constraints,

disparity between the content of
resources especially at

The conflict
enough time

and

level:

mainly because there isn't

(to spend on both teaching and research).

(Teaching and research)

both complement and conflict

each other -- complementing for example,
knowledge,

in the

teaching and research,

the undergraduate

is great,

some

in refreshing

broadening knowledge base and aspiring

enthusiasm in teaching;

conflicting in time allocation:

Teaching absolutely cannot be neglected while some
research projects need continuous work.
between the

It

seems

two at

to me

only a little,

that

(the two)

felt torn

complement each other

but conflict more.

staff

It's

The conflicts

easier to see
lie

in:

1.

(particularly those who teach

important specialty courses)
energy into research.

methodology studies;

put most of

their time and

They simply don't have time to

prepare for course content,
2.

nor have time for

Faculty

teach seniors and graduates)

(especially those who

talk their heads off when

teaching contents related to their research,
redundant details,

I

times.

the complementary side.
instructional

So,

down to

but they don't know enough about

course content outside their research.
teaching,

some of

stressed,

some overlooked;

In their

the course contents are over¬
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3.

Faculty with weaker

abilities were assigned to teach basic courses,
these

faculty didn't

take basic courses

but

seriously,

resulting in students being short-changed.

Conflict.

The way to solve the conflict

first class

faculty,

is

obtain more funding,

to

find

and give

faculty more support.

Time conflicts;

content complements.

(Teaching and research)

complement

Half of my knowledge came
term point of view,
because of

in the long run.

from teaching.

From a short¬

(teaching and research)

time constraints,

and

(the

fact

conflict
that)

only

publications are counted for achievements.

Teaching and research conflict,
teaching basic courses.

particularly when

Students couldn't understand

what you are talking about when you talk about
research.
time;

the

Teaching basic courses consumes a lot of

there

is no time

for research.

Complement and conflict.

(Teaching and research)

complement when topic of research and teaching is
same and when time permits;

conflict when contents

differ and when time becomes an issue.
university count prep-time,
students'
papers

papers,

the

Why doesn't the

reading and correcting

advising students and grading exam

into the faculty's workload? This also affects

the assignment

for each faculty member.

Research conflicts with undergraduate teaching.
Research complements with teaching of
courses.

University policy makes

over teaching.

Teaching is

task for a university.
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specialty

faculty chose research

the primary and foremost

For young faculty,
other.

the two conflict with each

They must concentrate on one or the other

period of

time

enhanced).

(currently,

But

to do both).

teaching should be

for professors and associate professors

with many years
research are)

for a

of experiences,

complementary

I

think

(teaching and

(and faculty should be able

Otherwise they should be considered non¬

qualified .

Conflict

is reflected in working time:

for teaching is

so

fixed

because the time

(inflexible),

it puts many

constraints on some research activities which need to
be carried off campus.

For individual

faculty,

complementary.

For the unit,

and it's difficult

conflicts are greater than
there are more conflicts

for the two to complement each

other.

The main conflict results
concerns

from the

fact

that

teaching

the transfer of basic knowledge and practical

operations of

some concrete projects,

concerns

specialties.

terms of

time and content.

Everyone is

(The two)

while research

are not compatible in

in a different position.

It's difficult to

apply a uniform set of requirements.

When research and teaching are taking the same
direction,

they complement each other;

directions differ,
there is

when the

they conflict with each other.

flexibility allowing some adjustment,

enhance each other;

if not,

most cases.
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conflicts are

If

the two

inevitable

in

...

Conflicts

about

lie in the

fact

two things at the same

more suitable

for teaching,

that one cannot
time,

or some

think

faculty are

some are better equipped

for research.

In my opinion,
conflict.

teaching and research complement and

In the short term,

there could be conflicts

because teaching and prep will
time and energy,
is

true

take a large chunk of

which will affect research.

for research:

if most

The same

time and energy was put

into research,

it

teaching.

form a long term point of view,

But,

inevitably will affect the quality of

enhance each other:
produce well

improved teaching quality will

trained future researchers,

the development

in research;

which enhances

research development and

progress will enhance and raise the level of

...

Time allocation for

promotion,

faculty workload,

teaching.

the trend in

exchanges with abroad and the prestige

the university,

plus

support and encouragement

department and the university level,
cause

the two

the conflicts.

treatment of

for

from the

all of which could

Appropriate solution to and fair

the above

is key to a complementary

relationship.

Teaching and research should be complementary.
real

life,

there are serious conflicts.

But

in

Our professors

in the past worked diligently in teaching and prep.
university was well known for its

The

strength in teaching.

Now we are unable to do what our predecessors did.

We

(including academic unit heads and department deans)
had to spend lots of time and energy on fighting for
(research)

tasks and making sure to meet deadlines.

Fighting for projects became a necessity for the
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university,
Without

the department as well as academic units.

(research)

(without money,)
staff;

projects,

it's

there

impossible to maintain a stable

(without a stable staff,)

don't want

to come.

is no money;

graduate students

Faculty don't get good evaluations

without research projects and publications.
words,)

there

is no life.

Very few of our generation

who could afford to do good preparations
as our professors did:

(In other

for teaching

one reason being that young

faculty members do not know how to prepare a course,
another is
teaching.

that

few is willing to spend lots of

I agree with some senior professors

there is a teaching crisis

3.

time on

that

in Beida.

Improving evaluations of teaching and research

26%

felt that

the current evaluation systems

for

teaching and research in Beida need to be improved.
Respondents also made suggestions

Theoretically speaking,
complementary.
other.

the two should be

But in reality,

Reasons are as

1.

for certain changes:

they conflict with each

follows:

The narrow understanding of research,

goal of research is
a topic,

fixed on writing articles,

searching for information,

study of course contents

etc..

i.e.,

the

finding

In depth

is not considered as research

activities.
2.

Promotion is

articles;

solely based on published

when teaching is considered,

teaching hours

tenureship and

rather than quality become the

measurement resulting in just

'get by'

attitude in

teaching and disregard of quality issues;
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educating

students
As

is almost non-existent

a result,

most middle-aged and young faculty do not

take teaching seriously enough:
advising students

is

classroom is

lifeless,

limited to answering questions

within the content only,
peers

in the vocabulary.

totally a passive act.

from other higher education institutions

Many
comment:

Beida has many research products,

faculty is of high

academic qualifications.

when it comes

teaching,

Beida has

However,

little to boast.

In addition to the above,
(of

to

faculty performance)

the current evaluation

is mostly a formality.

little effect on faculty.

Some

disregard any evaluation,

or simply don't know anything

about

it.

totally

The award for teaching excellence is given to

faculty in turns,

which defeats

Suggestions:
Awards,

faculty members

It has

1.

For the Teaching Excellence

student meetings

evaluation from students
(Department Heads
university level

its purpose.

should be conducted;
should be taken into account.

should take the lead,

or even better,

should be involved in organizing

student meetings.)
2.

Promotion shouldn't be based only on articles.

There should be peer classroom observations,

and peer

evaluations of teaching quality and collection of
students'

comments.

Faculty with poor teaching records

shouldn't be promoted.
areas of

improvement

Some could be promoted,

but

in teaching should be clearly

pointed out.

...

Educating students

Beida.

is

the

foremost charge

for

Teaching should be

its

first priority.

But

research is

equally important.

first class

level both in China and in the world,

students,

Only if research reaches

even undergraduates be exposed to
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can

first class

front-line research development and most current
knowledge in the field.
Quality professors should be assigned to teaching,
(they)

shouldn't

(be kept for research only)

to gain

fame for themselves or for the small unit.

Some respondents suggested that there should be two
centers:

some faculty should be assigned primarily

responsibilities to teach;

others to conduct research.

Part of the faculty should concentrate on research,
part on teaching,

to form two centers.

The management

now lacks the understanding of such a balanced twocenter system.

(The university)

now systematically

emphasizes teaching. A flexible system for research is
still non-existent.
For key universities,

teaching and research are equally

important. Management is also science.
overlook management

Please do not

(in all discussions about

evaluations).
...

If the focus is only on the number of research

articles from the SCI index,

it will lead faculty to

spending the major part of their time on writing for
publications.

Teaching will become a by-product.

There

is no doubt about it.
Complementary.

Don't enforce research,

but provide

faculty with a flexible environment for research.
...

Currently,

Beida should make some adjustment to

enhance teaching.
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...

No conflict.

Should grab big research projects and

produce big results.

The emphasis was on research in the past
Teaching was neglected.

The environment

research over teaching.

If

few years.
favored

it continues,

Beida will

become a research institution instead of a university.

Theoretically speaking,
enhance each other.
circumstances,
enhanced.

it

teaching and research should

But under the current

seems

that research should be

Reasons are as

foundation for teaching.

follows:
Without

Research is

the

in depth research,

it's difficult

to teach students

and knowledge)

in a way which is comprehensible to

them.

...

In Beida,

(complicated concepts

research should be given special

attention in order to bring teaching up.
class research,

Without

first

maintaining a world class university is

virtually impossible.
Teaching the latest development
enhances

in depth research,

which is

has over research institutions.

the strength Beida

At the same time,

research enriches

the curriculum,

in creativity.

is

It

in the field

and trains

students

the difference that sets Beida

apart

from other teaching only universities.

wants

to enter into world first class academia,

to enhance both teaching and research.

If Beida
it has

The university

should actively/aggressively pave the way for major key
(research)

I

feel

other.

projects.

that teaching and research should enhance each
Research projects

to the subject

should be as closely related

faculty teach as possible so that

quality of both teaching and research could be
improved.

If

some

faculty must engage in research
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the

projects with remote relation to teaching,
projects which affect

... Conflict

lies

at

least,

teaching should be avoided.

in time allocation.

for workload and evaluations

If

the standards

incorporate both teaching

and research,

the conflict could be better resolved.

Additionally,

there should be academic planning for new

hires

(when hiring new faculty,

emphasized).

competition should be

The best way would be announcing open

positions each year in specific departments,

in

specific

it

specialties,

e.g.,

by specifying if

instructional position for a certain course,
head,

or an Associate Professor,

should be open to everyone,
outside China,

etc.

is an

or a unit

All positions

including candidates

in and

(on campus or from other institutions.)

On campus applicants

should go through the same

evaluation and interview process.

(Operate with

)

more

freedom and flexibility.

Improving the management
teaching and research,
participation,
projects

e.g.,

system could coordinate

and motivate faculty

1.

Allow those who have research

to teach intensive courses;

should provide the

2.

Administration

flexibility for faculty to change

their teaching schedule if

they need to attend academic

conferences.

... A small number of people do not have to take on
teaching responsibilities.
be given teaching titles as

(But)

these people must not

'professor',

according to international standards.
'research scientist',

etc.

etc.,

They could be

The most dreadful

that many administrative staff wanted titles
'professors'

and

'doctoral advisors'
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thing is
such as

so bad that

they

had to get
future,

it.

Such acts are extremely damaging.

there should be some

fast standards

determine titles and positions
and ranking,

discard those cross-category entitlements.

teaching or research seriously.
construction!

get

In Beida,

it

is

All

the TV people

for research.

is housing

Some day we have to

teams:

one

for teaching

Each faculty should have a

primary role in either one of

the two.

be required to take on both as
in some cases even three

research

it does

in here and expose it.

... The university should have 2

administration).

take either

the Supplies Department

We can't stand it any more.

and one

that

for each job category

The leadership in Beida basically does not

rules.

In the

(i.e.,

They shouldn't

their primary task,
teaching,

or

research and

Promotion shouldn't rely solely on

(particularly for those who take on a heavy

teaching load).

4.

Research primacy
A small number

a primary focus.

(4%)

Others,

of

faculty commented on research as

while considering the two to be

complementary,

did also comment on research as being not

only important

for faculty promotions and recognition,

also important to the prestige,
the university.

As a teacher,
development

the pride and economics of

Without research,

be no quality teaching,

they asserted,

there would

nor a world class university.

in order to keep abreast with the

in science,

one must conduct research.
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but

Research is
teaching.

the

foundation and premise

In our department,

for graduate

there should be no

undergraduate enrollment.

(Research and teaching)
reality,

there

should be complementary.

is not enough time

But

for research.

... Because enrolled students are of high quality,
have strong capabilities
studies.

Universities

in

they

in conducting self-directed

like Beida could actually tilt a

bit more toward research.
For Beida,

its

fame both inside and outside China

will be negatively impacted if
quality research products

there are no high

(furthermore,

products must be large enough).
key factors

the number of

And fame is one of the

for a university to attract and maintain

its high quality source of
caution here:

students.

But one word of

an emphasis on research should not allow

the university to deprioritize teaching.
... The relationship between research and teaching
is a world-wide issue and is

inconclusive.

heated argument even in the United States
is hardly any need to mention

It's still a
today.

There

(the inconsistencies)

on

our campus.

(The relationship)

should be complementary.

undergraduate teaching,
development

(professors)

in the field they teach,

debates and the results of

(In)

good

must know the
the

such debates.

front-line
They must also

have their own opinions and originality so that their
teaching can be profound,

All
is

in all,

stimulating and effective.

the level and qualifications of

its

faculty

the key thing for a university to become world
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renown.

The high levels of

research.

Therefore,

its

faculty come from

university leaders

research when they calculate

faculty workload.

load shouldn't be the only factor.
be

included in the equation.

lose

its prestige if

... Research enhances
Only if

If research is neglected,
and the university

such situation continues.

teaching

(professors)

Teaching

Research also should

teaching quality will go down hill,
will

should consider

in the

following areas:

engage in research,

can

1.

(they)

keep up with the modern systems of knowledge,

use the

knowledge to direct and upgrade what they offer and
what

they teach,

such that students can get the

knowledge necessary for the advancement
field of

study and to meet

Only research projects,
level projects,

the new social demand.

can provide steady funding for
and provide

funding for personnel build-up at all
especially at the higher levels.

should lead teaching,

as

such research

particularly in graduate

Teaching and research should be complementary

in principle,
the schedules.

but there could be conflict when doing
How to balance teaching and research

the art of good leadership.

Teaching and research conflict
conflict,

levels,

...

Beida should be a research university,

requires

2.

particularly major national

continued research in a given field,

teaching.

in their own

timewise.

faculty should teach 2

one year sabbatical

to 3 years,

then have

leave to do research.

I rated research more important
university is going'

(To solve the

in

'the direction the

because in the current

faculty

promotion and school and department evaluations,
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achievements

in research are often considered as

the

main indicators.

... For most
reasons

faculty,

research goes before teaching.

for this bias are simple:

and personal

promotion,

The

income,

interest.

Teaching and research complement and conflict with each
other.

But young

faculty members

should first build a

solid foundation in research.

Teaching and research should be complementary.
with low ability to do research,
research projects,
(the university)

shouldn't

Faculty

or basically no

teach courses.

cannot turn out good,

Otherwise,

quality

graduates.

Teaching and research should be complementary,
particularly in graduate teaching.

It's hard to

imagine

that a person could teach a core course without
engaging in research.

Complementary!

Complementary!

a good job in research,

(If a

it shows

faculty)

cannot do

that his/her knowledge

is not substantial enough,

therefore,

turn out good students!

teaching is neglected,

If

(he/she)

cannot

cannot effectively discover issues and questions
(research);
research.
says)

naturally,

(one)
for

there will be no quality

Beida should have enforced

faculty without national

level

(a policy that
research projects

should not enroll graduate students under their names,
a long time ago!!!

Funding comes with research.
(we)

only talk about

Where do we get money if

teaching?
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Without research,
Most of

the

our teaching would have collapsed.

fundamentals

in teaching have been

supplemented with research funding:
unit,

1,000

student,

in our teaching

to 2,000 yuan for every undergraduate

calculated at 40-80 hours/per credit

computer labs.
of materials,

In addition,
etc.,

are all

from research projects.
provides pitiful

films,

slides,

teaching supplies.

the university

Hope this will get

Without the push from

research to upgrade teaching contents,
fall

far behind the rapid development

However,

teaching is

university,

the basic

therefore,

reproduction

supplemented with money

In comparison,

the university attention.

in

teaching will
in science.

function of a

neither should be neglected.

They are equally important.

A slightly higher number of respondents

(6%)

commented

that teaching should be a primary function for the
university.

1. The basic
people.

task for the university is

This

is

to educate

the major difference between a

university and a research institute.
overemphasizes research,

If a university

it can only be called by

the name of a research institute,

which goes against

its own principles as a school.
2. Teaching and research are complementary.

Good

teaching enhances research and vise versa.

It proved

to be true by our own practices and the development
of many other universities
3 . Requirements
different

inside and outside China.

in research and teaching should be

for different kind of administrators.
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Administrators have different backgrounds:
from teaching,

some come

and still others come

some come

from research lab works,

from management.

University level administration should take on either
teaching or research according to the nature of
positions.

Beida should put more

their

into research in the

future so that Beida could hold its place in the
national and international arena.

I hope the university will pay more attention to
teaching:

1.

libraries.

Use the money to buy books,

2.

to build

Plan for future when the core

instructional
about how to

not

faculty reach retirement;

3.

Think more

improve teaching to educate students and

build a strong workforce

for the

research complement each other.
attention to research,

but

future.

Teaching and

Young people pay

they should be equally

concerned about their teaching.

Leaders worry about

political

thinking,

they should also think about

teaching;

pay more attention to teaching.

Teaching and research should be complementary in
nature.

But

(a)

and encourage

university should put teaching first

faculty to conduct research for the

purpose of uplifting the quality of

teaching.

serves

if totally divorced

teaching.

from teaching,

Research projects,

Research

are not the direction nor the

responsibility of

the university faculty.

after economic gains

(And)

going

shouldn't be the goal and motive

of research in a university.

In Beida,
is most

teaching should come

important

first.

for a university.
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Educating people

The university

should produce high level graduates.
students

It

should prepare

for future research tasks with abroad and

solid knowledge base.

Students

in Beida should have the

opportunity to study more and learn better.

Research in

universities should be supplementary to teaching,
cannot be put

in the

first place.

At most,

research should be equally important.
be

(considered)

'The basic
students.

a bit more important

task for a university is

teaching and

Teaching should
than research.

to teach its

It should pay close attention to each and

every major step in teaching.

It should choose

with high qualifications and experiences
courses

profound knowledge,

to teach

and physically fit,

could be cultivated and produced.
excellence of an institution,
graduates as well as
research products

(within a one year period)

upgrade

teaching.

It supplements

teaching.

(The

nor conflicting.

conflict to some extent even

though they do relate to each other because,
teaching is primarily to pass

cannot be taught in the classrooms.

teachers,

into teaching.

If more time is

for the other.

should put most of

However,

appropriate place

less

in research

(In addition,)

teaching and research both need time.

as

to explore

The inconclusive findings

there will be

after all,

on existing and well

established knowledge whereas research is

in one,

should be

Research is a way to

not complementary,

(Teaching and research)

new territories.

its

the number of high quality

the standard measurement.

relationship is)

In evaluating

the quality of

part of

Faculty,

faculty

so that high quality students with good moral

characters,

spent

it

their energy

research should be given an

(in the university).
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Teaching is

the main task in the

university.

But how to balance

the power is

in the hands of

authorities,

not with faculty.

If

teaching collapses

foundation.
graduates,
the

(teaching and research),

the

in Beida,

research to be successful.

function of a

(university)

it's

long run,

cannot attract

research will

for its

Teaching is Beida's

Without quality teaching,
(Beida)

impossible

no high quality

talented students.

In

fall!

Undergraduates are the essence that makes Beida stand
out;

therefore,

I

think undergraduate teaching is most

important.

... Neither

(teaching and research)

should be neglected.

Young faculty should first engage themselves
teaching for a few years
courses well,

till

in

they can teach one or two

then gradually add on more research in

order to improve teaching.

For higher education institutions,
research are both very important.
research institutions,
people get educated.
ranked number one.
each other,
issues

teaching and
Compared with

universities are places where

Therefore,

teaching should be

Teaching and research complement

but when conflict occurs,

problems and

in teaching should be resolved first.

have to teach and do research,

If

faculty

there should be clear

standard for teaching load and teaching achievements.
If

some

faculty members only do research,

or very little teaching,
instructional

staff,

no teaching

they shouldn't be counted as

nor should they be given teaching
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titles.

Research in a university should have

characteristics.

It

its own

shouldn't be compared to the

research institutions

in any simplistic way.

I'm for

(the principle that)

the primary responsibility of

faculty is

research and other

second.

teaching,

functions

University should put educating/training

qualified academic personnel
management and research,

... presently in Beida,
in promotion policies,
and funding,
some of

etc.).

(including teaching,

etc.)

in the

first place.

research is over teaching
selection of academic

In a few years

(3

(e.g.,

leadership

or so years),

the courses would have to be discontinued

because of

the coming of retirement age among the core

instructional

faculty.

Teaching is

From this point of view,
undergraduates,

Beida is

their parents,

sliding hill now.
shortchanging its

and the nation such that

its credit among the people will

suffer.

The highest guiding principle of

the university is

teach and educated people.
university is
Therefore,

The significance of a

teaching and research should complement each

hope to resolve

for future research.

the conflict

kind of research and some of

if

There is

the economic-driven

the stiff quotas could be

avoided or removed.

Other Comments

If

to

to explore unknown territories.

other to train leaders

5.

the

the problems of

funding are put aside,

research should serve the purpose of
there is no other way out now.
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I hope

teaching.

But

1.

The

competition between higher

research

institutions

institutions
funding.

spend half

Because

there

and research relies
no

other

financial

education
2.

(If

book.

The

of

and

strong

fair:

the

higher

time

little

to

education

fight

support

support,
will

are

research

teaching,

if

there

is

in higher

inevitably be

affected.

it's very difficult

often

for

for

on published articles,

teaching)

efforts

Government

try

is

not

is

institutions

one

teaching

is

education and

to write

a

fruitless.

industry should give undergraduate
support.

to make graduate

University and

teaching
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faculty should

self-sufficient.

Comparisons of Results
As was mentioned in the previous chapters,

Beijing

University is academically recognized as the key leading
institution in China both in terms of teaching and research.
Had the American Carnegie Classification been applied to the
Chinese system,

Beijing University would belong to the

category of Research I.

This assumption is important because

it suggests that Beijing University,
overall mission and reputation,

with respect to size,

is comparable with the

institutions of the Syracuse 1992 national study in Phase I,
i.e.,

Research I & II and Doctoral I & II by Carnegie

classification categories.

Demographic Data

The Syracuse national study

(Phase I)

surveyed 47

institutions with an overall return rate of 50%.
surveys amounted to 23,302,
returned from each campus.

Usable

with an average 496 surveys
This is very close to the number

returned from Beijing University

(which was 482).

The only

noticeable difference was in the gender of respondents.
Female faculty from Beijing University reached almost one
third in the returns,

which is higher than that of the

Syracuse survey in which female faculty was an average of
25% overall.

In terms of the academic rank of faculty in
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both surveys,

the results

show remarkable similarities

frequency distribution except
not ask professor emeriti

that Beijing University did

to respond to the survey.

When the comparison shifted the
years at

institution,

focus on the number of

there appeared to be a striking

significant difference between the Syracuse national
and Beijing University survey.
10,

and 11-19)
(3

rates.

In American institutions

or less and 20

or more)

the institute for 3 years

more;

While the 3

groups

in the middle were very similar,

groups

at

in

in Beijing University,

worked at the institute

at both ends

45%

study

(4-6,

7-

the two
show opposite

reported having worked

or less and 19%
however,

for 20 years or

15% reported having

for 3 years or less and 50%

for 20

years or more.
This

further suggests

between Beijing University
in China)

two major substantial differences
(and probably other universities

and American institutions.

One difference

is

that

faculty working in American colleges and universities are
much younger than their Chinese counterparts
University.

The other difference

faculty enjoy a greater mobility.
the higher education systems

is

that

in Beijing

the American

They move much more within

than their Chinese counterparts

who are comparatively stable and more likely to stay at the
same place

for more years or for life.
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Another noticeable difference is

shown in Table 5.11.

Up to 40% of American faculty do not teach undergraduate
students compared with 28% of

its

faculty without

undergraduate teaching in Beijing University.

Table 5.11
Percentage of teaching devoted to
undergraduates by faculty

0%
#
American
Beijing U

1% to 25%
#
%

%

7,912
137

40
28

1,515
125

8
26

26% to 50%
#
%
2,874
169

14
35

51% to 75%
#
%
2,551
32

76% to 100%
#
%

13
7

5,012
19

25
4

Survey Results
There is a clear message in the survey results
studies:

the people

and large,

tend to

in the university academic community,

This

similarity proved to be true

the comparison of means and standard

deviations reported on the major survey items
5.12).

(See Table

The consistency between the two survey results

shown particularly by the responses of
and deans

by

favor a balance between research and

undergraduate teaching.
an analysis of

in both

faculty,

is

unit heads

to the item on the relative importance currently

to them personally,

and to the item on the direction they

think their institute should go.
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in

In contrast,

university academics

in both studies

reported that there is a tendency in the institutional
culture that emphasizes more research than teaching.
tendency is

indicated by a larger stress

institutions

than in Beijing University

This

index in American
(See Table 5.12).

Table 5.12
Means and standard deviation
by question: comparison

You
Personally
US
Bj

Faculty
Mean:
STD:
Unit
Heads
Mean:
STD:
Deans
Mean:
STD:
Adminis¬
trators
Mean:
STD:

People/Unit
Should Go
US
Bj

Is Going
US
Bj

The University
Should Go
US
Bj

0.4

-0.1

0.6

0.2

0.7

1.5

0.2

0.0

1.6

2.1

1.8

2.0

1.9

1.4

1.4

1.5

0.2

0.0

0.7

0.2

0.9

1.0

0.4

0.2

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.5

1.5

-0.3

0.2

-0.2

0.5

1.0

0.1

0.0

1.3

1.7

1.5

1.7

2.1

1.8

1.5

1.4

0.4

-1.1

*

*

0.5

0.5

0

-0.8

2.1

1.6

*

*

1.0

1.9

0

1.4

-0.04

Note:
Bj = Beijing University;
US = American Universities
Scale: -4 Teaching;
0 Equal;
4 Research
*This question was not asked of administrators.
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Stress Index
US
Bj

0.5

1.5

0.5

0.8

0.4

1.0

0.5

1.3

Beijing University:

Figure 5.19:

What direction do you think
the university is going?
50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
4
Teaching

3
—

2

1

Faculty (19,569)
Unit Heads (1.700)

Figure 5.20:

0
Equal
-

1
•

2

3

4
Research

Deans (500)
Administrators (215)

Syracuse National Study:

What direction do you think
the university is going?
Source: Gray, Froh and Diamond, A National Study of Research Universities on the balance
between research and undergraduate teaching. Syracuse University, 1992, p.7.
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Comparatively,

the Chinese respondents

university is going less

think their

toward research than their American

counterparts do.

This

responses of

faculty group with a difference of

the

mean ratings,

is particularly noticeable in the
0.8

in

followed by the deans group with 0.5 points

in

mean ratings.
The different extent of research orientation in both
Beijing University and American research universities
clearly illustrated by comparing the ratings of

the

direction the university is going in both studies,
in Figure 5.19
However,

is

as

shown

and Figure 5.20.
it must be noted that a stronger research

orientation currently exists

in the institutional culture of

Beijing University than the American research universities.
This

is

suggested by the comparison of

the means of

the item

regarding the direction the respondents perceived their
institutions Should go

(see Table 5.12).

University's respondents

in all

slightly stronger preference

Beijing

four roles

indicated a

for research than their

American counterparts.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Restatement of the Problem

The Chinese government's

strategic policy to accelerate

scientific and technological progress has raised major
issues

in the higher learning arena in relation to the

balance between teaching and research.

It aggravates

the

tension already stimulated by conflicting values regarding
the reward system,
which activities

i.e.,

how faculty spend their time and

they engage in should be rewarded.

The goal of this

study is

to gain a better

understanding of how and how much the Chinese academic
community really values research and teaching.
this goal,
trend of

Related to

the major purposes are to identify the general

the research agenda in relation to the teaching

agenda in Chinese universities;

and to examine the relative

importance of research and undergraduate teaching as
perceived by the faculty,
central administrators

academic unit heads,

in Beijing University.

deans,

and

Summary

The study consists of two research parts:
research and a survey study.
examined the general

a historical

The historical research

trend in relation to the missions of

teaching and research in Chinese higher learning
institutions,
policies,

particularly after 1978.

statistics reports,

Government documents,

official news reports,

institutional records were examined and discussed.
study paid special attention to the development of
and research in Beijing University.
the Office of Natural

and
The

teaching

With the assistance from

Sciences and the Office of Social

Sciences of the University,

first-hand information became

available to update the statistical data for this study.
To certain extent,
continuation of

the historical research was a

the historical review of the issue in

Chinese higher education,

which provided the background

information for national and institutional discussions on
the relative importance of research and undergraduate
teaching.
The historical research identified the general

trend in

the mission of Chinese higher education institutions
regarding teaching and research.
The campus-wide study at Beijing University during the
fall of

1996

surveyed 1,029

academic administrators,

faculty,

unit heads,

deans,

and

and produced 482 usable responses.
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Responses
focused,

to the survey were analyzed.

in particular,

The analyses

upon the five core items,

namely,

1. the relative importance of research and undergraduate
teaching to you personally;
2. the relative importance to others
heads,

to deans,

(faculty,

to unit

and to university academic

administrators);
3. the direction that you think Beijing University is going;
4. the direction that you think Beijing University should

go;

and

5. the direction that you think you or your unit/department

should go.
These core items and other questions were also analyzed
and discussed in relation to demographic variables.
Specifically,
total campus

they were discussed under three categories:
sample,

academic areas.

demographic

sub-groups,

and major

The data was processed by using the SPSS

software package and confirmed with the SAS output,
was used in the Syracuse national
were used to

study.

which

Tables and graphics

illustrate the findings and discussions.

While the analyses and discussions of the responses
the scaled items

framed the outline of the campus

perceptions of Beijing University,

the responses

open-ended comments provided insights
ratings

to

from the different groups.
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to the

into the numerical

Since 85% of respondents

commented on their ratings,

the open-ended question

generated many pages of qualitative data.

It is practically

impossible to present even a gist of each valuable comment
for discussion.

As many respondents commented on multiple

aspects of the issue,

all comments were grouped into the

following categories:

the reward systems and policies,

relationship between teaching and research,
evaluations of teaching and research,

the

improving the

research primacy,

and

other comments.
The last section of the study was the comparisons
between the Beijing University study and the Syracuse
national study of American research universities.

Since the

study of Beijing University used the core items of the
Syracuse survey forms,
large,

the results of the study ,

by and

are comparable with the Syracuse study of the

American research universities.

The comparisons revealed

interesting similarities and differences and opened a wider
spectrum for further studies.

Conclusion
Both the survey study and the historical research
resulted in substantial findings.

These findings presented

an overall picture and illuminated the general trend of the
mission in terms of teaching and research in Beijing
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University as well as Chinese higher education at large.

The

highlights of these findings are reported as follows.

•

The historical study identifies the general trend in the
mission of Chinese higher education institutions:
emphasis on teaching is declining to a subordinate
position to research.

•

Before 1978,

teaching was the dominant mission of Chinese

higher learning institutions.

The study indicated that

changes began to take place after 1978.

Research has

taken momentum ever since. A shift is underway in Chinese
higher education institutions away from their traditional
teaching orientation toward Western-styled research
orientation.
•

Beijing University is one of the leading institutions in
this historical mission change of Chinese higher
education.

•

The survey study at Beijing University indicated that the
academics in all roles,

by and large,

between research and teaching,

support a balance

and that all the

respondent groups reported this balance has yet to be
achieved.
•

Although overall mean ratings of the core items are
relatively close to a view of "equal importance" of
research and teaching for all four groups of respondents.
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a close look reveals the fact that all these ratings are
slightly tilted toward research except by the deans who
favor a balance between research and undergraduate
teaching.
•

The highest means from each group in responding to the
four major items are located upon the item regarding the
direction the university is going.

•

All mean ratings of the four responding groups indicate
constant discrepancies between the direction the
university is going and the direction it should go
(toward research rather than a balance).

•

The overall results reveal a tendency toward the relative
importance of research in the responses of people in
terms of how they see themselves and how they are seen by
others,

•

though the tendency is slight.

None of the four groups rated research as the least
important to them in responding to the importance of the
three academic activities

(undergraduate teaching,

graduate teaching and research).
•

The survey results show more variability within faculty,
unit heads and deans groups compared with the variability
between these groups.

•

There are twice as many faculty,

unit heads and deans who

rated research 1 point or greater as those who rated
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teaching in their responses to the items on the relative
importance of research and undergraduate teaching.
•

Respondents'

self-perceptions and others'

about them did not always match.

perceptions

Each of the three

administrative groups viewed themselves as the closest to
the equal importance point while other groups disagreed.
Differences were most pronounced as regards faculty and
unit heads.

Faculty's perception about their peers was

toward research while all three administrative groups
estimated them close to 0
•

(equal importance)

point.

Faculty and university administrators perceived that unit
heads view research as more important than teaching
whereas the unit heads themselves think they are keeping
close to a balanced relationship between teaching and
research.

Unit heads,

in contrast,

perceived university

academic administrators put much more emphasis on
research than any other group. As perceived by others,
faculty was the nearest group toward "equal importance"
followed by deans.
•

Faculty who spent most of their time teaching indicated a
preference for teaching.

Those who are pressured to meet

the requirements for promotion favor research.
•

Faculty who spent no time or less time on research show a
preference for a balance between teaching and research,
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while those who devoted most of their time to research
favor research over teaching.
•

The longer the faculty have been at the university,
more likely they favor a balance or teaching;
contrast,

the shorter at the university,

the

in

the more likely

they prefer research.
•

Associate professors and lecturers perceived larger
discrepancies between the direction the university is
going and the direction it should go,

whereas professors

and instructors perceived the direction the university
should go as very close to the current orientation of the
university.
•

Stress index indicated that faculty in Basic Sciences
showed statistically significant discrepancies between
their perception of the direction the university is going
and the direction it should go.

•

Theme related to "balance" resonated in the open-ended
comments by the academics at Beijing University. About
one-quarter of respondents are frustrated by the
discrepancies between the rethoric of their authorities
and the realities on their campus.

There exists the

tension between faculty roles and the reward system.
About two-thirds respondents saw the relationship between
teaching and research as complementary.
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Finally,

about

one-quarter described conflicts

between

their

teaching

and research.

•

In comparison with American research universities,

the

study results

less

revealed

research-oriented
universities,

than

based on

that Beijing University was
the American research
the perceptions

and American respondents,
indicated a

stronger

the Americans

but

the Chinese

future preference

in responding

of both Chinese

to

academics

for research

the direction

than

they thought

their university should go.

On

the basis

observations,
In

the

the

of

these

findings

following conclusion was

Syracuse national

universities,

there

is

a

study of

research and undergraduate

true

in

reveal

p.5).

This

that

faculty,

teaching"

should be

undergraduate
balance,

"the people

in

(Gray,

Froh and

at

The

deans

survey results

and university

Beijing University think that

an appropriate balance between research and

teaching,

they believe,

In other words,

that

conclusion also generally holds

unit heads,

administrators

reached.

favor a balance between

the Beijing University study.

academic
there

1992,

relevant

research

clear message

the university community tend to

Diamond,

and the

but
does

in reality,
not

the direction

exist

in

such an

their university.

they perceive
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ideal

the university

is going is not

the direction they think the university

should go.
The university academics perceived a clear tendency in
university culture that emphasizes research over teaching.
This research-oriented trend is evident

in both the

quantitative data collected from the scaled questionnaire
and the qualitative data obtained from the open-ended
comments.
Faculty at Beijing University are particularly
concerned about the policies and the practices
university's reward system,
overemphasized,

in the

in which research is clearly

more often than not,

at the expense of

teaching.
In comparison with the Syracuse study results,

however,

this research-oriented trend in Beijing University has not
yet developed as
In other words,

far as

the American research institutions.

the research results revealed that Beijing

university was more balanced and less research-oriented yet
than the American research universities,
the Syracuse national

study.

However,

as was reflected in

it must be noted that

a stronger research orientation currently exists

in the

institutional culture of Beijing University than the
American research universities,

as was

indicated by the

comparison of perceived future preferences of both Chinese
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and American respondents

for the direction the university-

should go.

Implications

Although the trend of research dominance in Chinese
institutions has not yet proceeded so far as
research universities,
potential
that

the American

it could be argued that

to develop even faster.

it took over 50 years

it has

the

Compare with the fact

for research to become dominant

in the American universities as was noted earlier in Chapter
Two,

it has

taken only about 15 years

for research to pick

up momentum in Chinese higher education institutions.

Academics

in Beijing University felt the tension

between faculty roles and the reward system and were
frustrated by the rhetoric of their authority and the
reality on campus.
equally important

In rhetoric,

teaching and research are

to the university in the endeavor of

becoming a center of research and a center of
reality,

teaching.

In

university policies and procedures related to

promotion,

appointment,

reappointment,

the distribution of merit pay;
resources;

and hiring practices;

the allocation of rewards and

and even the granting of academic honors,

always value research higher than teaching.
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Thus,

there is

inevitably a confusion on campus with

regard to the mission of
University.

teaching and research in Beijing

Faculty are not always clearly aware what they

are supposed to engage in.
the preferences of

Administrators often misperceive

their faculty.

Such a situation could cause considerable frustration
and tension without timely adjustments.
faculty may feel

that they have already put much emphasis on

research and more or less
administration,
do not

For instance,

fulfilled the expectations of

while the administrators do not agree.

think faculty view research as

other words,

faculty might

their direct

leadership

feel

that

important.

that their leaders

(unit heads)

the
They

In

from

and the top university

authorities do not value teaching to the extent they do,

or

that a balance between teaching and research is merely
rhetorical.

This bias

which research,
teaching.
comments

This

is reflected in the reward system,

more often than not,
theme is most

is acknowledged over

frequently reflected in the

from the open-ended question.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER TO RESPONDENTS

Dear Faculty and Academic Administrators of Beijing University:

I am a doctoral student in School of Education, University of Massachusetts. The
attached questionnaire is part of the data collection for my dissertation.
I ask you earnestly for your personal responses which will be very important and
valuable to my study, and which might also benefit Beijing University where you work by
providing useful information about the issues of research and teaching missions.
I am looking forward to your generous help to complete the questionnaire and
return it with the envelope sealed to the liaison in your department. Your responses will be
strictly confidential. Your cooperation will be really appreciated.
Thank you very much for your support!

Sincerely yours,
Zhen Ma

APPENDIX B
FORM 1
Beijing University
Faculty Survey on Teaching and Research
All responses to this survey will be confidential. Only group data will be reported.
A.

Section A asks for your judgment about the absolute value of undergraduate
teaching, graduate teaching, and research. Please circle the appropriate number on
the scale below.
a. In your role as a faculty member, how important is undergraduate teaching to
you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

b. In your role as a faculty member, how important is graduate teaching to you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

c. In your role as a faculty member, how important is conducting
research/creative work and publishing to you?
not important

1
B.

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

Even if you do not teach undergraduates, please circle the number on each scale
below that best represents your perception of the relative importance of research
versus undergraduate teaching. For example, a 4 would indicate that one is of
utmost importance to the exclusion of the others, and a 0 would indicate that they
are of equal importance.
In relation to each other, how do you perceive the relative importance of research
and undergraduate teaching to:
a. you personally
teaching
4
3

2

equal importance
10
12

b. the majority of other faculty in your department
equal importance
teaching
10
12
4
3
2
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3

research
4

3

research
4

c. your academic unit head
teaching
4
3
2

equal importance

d. your dean
teaching
4
3

equal importance

1

1

0

0

research
4

1

research
4

1

e. office of academic affairs
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1

research
4

2

Please circle the number below that best represents your perception of:
a. the direction that you think Beijing University is going
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2

3

research
4

b. the direction that you think Beijing University should go
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
3

research
4

c. the direction that you think you should go based on your interests
teaching
equal importance
research
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
3
4
D.

Please comment on your above ratings. Do you find that teaching and research
are complementary or conflicting? In what ways?

E.

What is:
a. your school/department_
b. your academic rank_
c. your gender_M __F
d. your no. of years at the university_
e. your working time percentage (%). (should add to 100%)
_% of teaching and advising devoted to undergraduates
_% of teaching and advising devoted to graduates
_% of research activities
_% of administration and social services
Note: Items B, C, D, and E, Copyright 1992 by Syracuse University, Center for Instructional Development, are
used in this form with little modification.
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APPENDIX C
FORM 2
Beijing University
Academic Unit Head Survey on
Teaching and Research
All responses to this survey will be confidential. Only group data will be reported.
A.

Section A asks for your judgment about the absolute value of undergraduate
teaching, graduate teaching, and research. Please circle the appropriate number on
the scale below.
a. In your role as an academic unit head, how important is undergraduate
teaching to you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

b. In your role as an academic unit head, how important is graduate teaching to
you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

c. In your role as an academic unit head, how important is conducting
research/creative work and publishing to you?
not important

1
B.

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

Even if you do not teach undergraduates, please circle the number on each scale
below that best represents your perception of the relative importance of research
versus undergraduate teaching. For example, a 4 would indicate that one is of
utmost importance to the exclusion of the others, and a 0 would indicate that they
are of equal importance.
In relation to each other, how do you perceive the relative importance of research
and undergraduate teaching to:
a. you personally
teaching
4
3

2

equal importance
10
12

b. the majority of other faculty in your department
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
10
12
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3

research
4

3

research
4

c. your dean
teaching
4

3

2

equal importance
1
0
1

d. office of academic affairs
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
C.

2

2

3

research
4

3

research
4

Please circle the number below that best represents your perception of:
a. the direction that you think Beijing University is going
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2

3

research
4

b. the direction that you think Beijing University should go
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
3

research
4

c. the direction that you think your academic unit should go based on its strengths
teaching
equal importance
research
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
3
4
D.

Please comment on your above ratings. Do you find that teaching and research
are complementary or conflicting? In what ways?

E. What is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

your school/department_
your academic rank_
your gender_M _F
your no. of years at the university_
your working time percentage (%). (should add to 100%)
_% of teaching and advising devoted to undergraduates
_% of teaching and advising devoted to graduates
_% of research activities
_% of administration and social services

Note: Items B, C, D, and E, Copyright 1992 by Syracuse University, Center for Instructional Development, are
used in this form with little modification.
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APPENDIX D
FORM 3
Beijing University
Dean Survey on Teaching and Research
All responses to this survey will be confidential. Only group data will be reported.
A.

Section A asks for your judgment about the absolute value of undergraduate
teaching, graduate teaching, and research. Please circle the appropriate number on
the scale below.
a. In your role as a dean, how important is undergraduate teaching to you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

b. In your role as a dean, how important is graduate teaching to you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

c. In your role as a dean, how important is conducting research/creative work and
publishing to you?
not important

1
B.

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

Even if you do not teach undergraduates, please circle the number on each scale
below that best represents your perception of the relative importance of research
versus undergraduate teaching. For example, a 4 would indicate that one is of
utmost importance to the exclusion of the others, and a 0 would indicate that they
are of equal importance.
In relation to each other, how do you perceive the relative importance of research
and undergraduate teaching to:
a. you personally
teaching
4
3

2

equal importance
1
0
1

2

b. the majority of other faculty in your department
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2

3

research
4

3

research
4

c. your academic unit head (e.g., chair of teaching/research office)
teaching
equal importance
research
432
1
01234
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d. office of academic affairs
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
C.

2

3

research
4

Please circle the number below that best represents your perception of:
a. the direction that you think Beijing University is going
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2

3

research
4

b. the direction that you think Beijing University should go
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
3

research
4

c. the direction that you think your department should go based on its strengths
teaching
equal importance
research
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
3
4
D.

Please comment on your above ratings. Do you find that teaching and research
are complementary or conflicting? In what ways?

E. What is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

your school/department_
your academic rank_
your gender_M _F
your no. of years at the university_
your working time percentage (%). (should add to 100%)
_% of teaching and advising devoted to undergraduates
_% of teaching and advising devoted to graduates
_% of research activities
_% of administration and social services

Note: Items B, C, D, and E, Copyright 1992 by Syracuse University, Center for Instructional Development, are
used in this form with little modification.
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APPENDIX E
FORM 4
Beijing University
Central Administrator Survey on
Teaching and Research

All responses to this survey will be confidential. Only group data will be reported.
A.

Section A asks for your judgment about the absolute value of undergraduate
teaching, graduate teaching, and research. Please circle the appropriate number on
the scale below.
a. In your role as an academic administrator, how important is undergraduate
teaching to you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

b. In your role as an academic administrator, how important is graduate teaching
to you?
not important

1

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

c. In your role as an academic administrator, how important is conducting
research/creative work and publishing to you?
not important

1
B.

somewhat important

2

3

very important

4

5

Even if you do not teach undergraduates, please circle the number on each scale
below that best represents your perception of the relative importance of research
versus undergraduate teaching. For example, a 4 would indicate that one is of
utmost importance to the exclusion of the others, and a 0 would indicate that they
are of equal importance.
In relation to each other, how do you perceive the relative importance of research
and undergraduate teaching to:
a. you personally
teaching
4
3

2

equal importance
10
12

b. the majority of other faculty in your university
equal importance
teaching
10
12
4
3
2
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3

research
4

3

research
4

c. academic unit heads (e.g., chair of teaching/research office)
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
10
12
3

research
4

d. department deans
teaching
4
3

research
4

2

equal importance
10
12

3

Please circle the number below that best represents your perception of:
a. the direction that you think Beijing University is going
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
10
12

3

research
4

b. the direction that you think Beijing University should go
teaching
equal importance
4
3
2
10
12
3

research
4

c. the direction that you think Beijing University should go based on its strengths
teaching
equal importance
research
4
3
2
10
12
3
4
D.

Please comment on your above ratings. Do you find that teaching and
are complementary or conflicting? In what ways?

E.

What is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

your school/department_
your academic rank_
your gender_M _F
your no. of years at the university_
your working time percentage (%). (should add to 100%)
_% of teaching and advising devoted to undergraduates
_% of teaching and advising devoted to graduates
_% of research activities
_% of administration and social services

Note: Items B, C, D, and E, Copyright 1992 by Syracuse University, Center for Instructional Development, are
used in this form with little modification.
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APPENDIX F
LETTER TO RESPONDENTS (CHINESE VERSION)
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APPENDIX K
PERMISSION LETTER FROM SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
SYRACUSE

0

U.HIVLRSITY
I - 8 - 7 - 0

Center for Instructional Development

June 3,1996
Zhen Ma
239 Snell Street
Amherst, MA 01002
Dear Zhen Ma:
Thank you very much for your interest in the National Study on the Relative
Importance of Research and Undergraduate Teaching at Colleges and Universities.
You may use the survey form if you include the following copyright and/or citation:
Copyright © 1992 by Syracuse University, Center for Instructional Development
Gray, P. J., Froh, R. Cv & Diamond, R. M. (1992) A National Study of Research Universities on the
Balance Between Research and Undergraduate Teaching. Syracuse NY: Syracuse University, Center for
Instructional Development

In addition, we would be very interested in learning about your results. Please keep
us informed of the progress of your study.

Ill Waverly Avenue | Suite 220 | Syracuse. New York 13244-2320 | 315-443-4572 | FAX 315-443-1524
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